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SYNTHESIS OF CONJUGATED SULFONAMIDES AND THEIR HETEROCYCLIC DERIVATIVES

Abstract: Ethoxymethylene malonodinitrile was found to be an active reagent in the synthesis of N-2,2-dicyanoethylene sulfonamides. In the obtained compounds, the nitrile groups had different spatial arrangements, and, therefore, upon their interaction with hydrogen sulfide, even in the cold, only one nitrile group transformed into the thioacetamide group. The interaction between the sulfonamides and hydrazine and hydroxylamine produced pyrazoline- and oxazoline derivatives of sulfonamides. Upon reaction with arylsulfonyl guanidine, ethoxymethylene malonodinitrile easily underwent heterocyclization with a high yield of N-3-amino-4-Z-R-arylsulfonyl pyrimidines.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The presence of heterocyclic units in sulfonamides broadens their spectrum of activity against pathogenic microorganisms. The emergence of drug-resistant strains of microorganisms necessitates the development of novel sulfonamide compounds with specific antimicrobial properties.

The synthesis of hetaryl sulfonamides involves their activation with functionally substituted fragments. For instance, the synthesis of sulfonamides containing a thiazolidine group involves the production of an active form of the compound through the reaction of arylsulfonyl hydrazine with aldehydes [1, P.627]. It was found that nucleophilic 5-endo-trig cyclization of N-homoallyl sulfonamides is a simple way of construction of pyrrolidine cycles [2, P.2693].

A reaction between sulfonamides with an acyl group and aromatic aldehydes was used to obtain
chalones which appeared to be active synths for heterocyclic compounds [3, P.475]. Upon reaction with malononitrile, hydrazine, hydroxyamine and urea in the presence of AcONH₄, they produce, respectively, pyridine, pyrazole, isoxazole and piperidine derivatives. Reactions between arensulfonyl imines and N,N-dinucleophiles result in the production of various N-sulfonfylated heterocycles [4, P.2171].

2-Phenyl quinoxaline was synthesized by using as synthons1-functionally substituted N-(2-phenyl-2,2-dichlorehyl)aren sulfonamides which form heterocycles with ortho-phenylenediamine [5, P.470].

The synthesis of synths for construction of various heterocyclic compounds was extensively described in [6]. There is a vast amount of information on synthesis of bipolar synths and their heterocyclization available elsewhere.

Ethoxymethylene malononitrile (EMMD) is a promising agent for production of bipolar conjugated sulfonamides. Even though EMM and its properties were investigated in the past [7, P.4889], its use as an alkylating agent was described relatively recently [8, P.92].

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Infrared spectra of the synthesized compounds were obtained on Nicolet iS10 spectrophotometer.

NMR spectra were recorded on Varian T-60, Tesla-477 and Bruker-250 operating at 60, 80 and 250 MHz frequency, respectively.

Synthesis of N-(2,2-Dicyanoethyl)aryl sulfonamides (Ia-d).

General procedure: 0.05 moles of aryl sulfonamide (Ia-c) were dissolved in 50 ml of absolute ethanol; 0.06 moles of NaOH or KOH were added; the mixture was boiled for 30 min and then cooled, after which 0.05 moles of ethoxymethylene malononitrile were added. The mixture was boiled for 1.5-2 hours and then evaporated until its amount was reduced by half. After cooling and filtration of the sediment, the solution was recrystallized from a mixture of benzene and ethanol.

Compound I(a). Upon recrystallization from benzene, the yield was 11.8 g (87.3%). Melting point: 280 °C dec.

Compound I(b). Yield: 11.3 g (83.8%). Melting point: 268 °C dec. Found, %: N, 15.47. C₁₅H₁₉N₃O₂SNa. Calculated, %: N 15.81.


Compound I(d) was obtained by the above-described procedure with the only difference that the target product was precipitated during the boiling. It was then filtered, flushed out with water, dried, and recrystallized from ethanol. Yield: 87.6 %. Melting point: 151-152 °C. Found, %: C 59.6, H 3.09, N 12.16. C₁₅H₁₉N₃O₂S. Calculated, %: C 59.07, H 3.41, N 12.92. The infrared spectrum did not contain any absorption bands for NH and OH groups, which means that the obtained compound is a cyclic product. The difference in the absorption bands of the two nitrile groups (2210 cm⁻¹) is an indication of their different spatial arrangements.

Synthesis of N-2-Methoxyphenyl-N-2,2-cyanothioacetamide methylene-4-methyl phenyl sulfonamide (IIa) and -1-phenylsulfonfyl-2-(cyanothiocarbamoyl)methyl-1,3-benzoxazole (IIb).

Dry hydrogen sulfate was bubbled through the solution of 50 g of compound (Ic) or (Id) in ethyl alcohol until a complete fall-out of the yellow precipitate. The mixture was heated at 50-60 °C for 15 min and then cooled. The precipitate was filtered and recrystallized from ethanol.


Synthesis of 4-Amino-2-aryl sulfamide-5-cyano pyrimidines (IIIa-b).

0.01 moles of aryl sulfonfyl guanidines were dissolved in 30 ml of absolute ethanol. 1 ml of morpholine and 0.01 moles of ethoxymethylene malononitrile were added to the solution. The mixture was boiled for 30-35 min, cooled, and neutralized by adding ice-cold acetic acid. The precipitated crystals were collected by filtration, flushed with water and recrystallized from ethanol.


Compound III(b). Yield: 70.1 %. Melting point: 188-190 °C. Found, %: C 49.69, H 3.71, N...
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24.43. $C_{12}H_{13}N_{2}O_2S$. Calculated, %: C 49.82, H 3.83, N 24.21.

**Synthesis of 3-Amino-4-cyano-5-N-(arylsulfonamide)-1,2-pyrazolines (IVa-b) and oxazoline (IVc).**

25 mmoles of compound I(a) or I(b) and 30 mmoles of hydrazine hydrate and hydroxylamine were dissolved in 50 ml of ethanol. 3 ml of 5 N NaOH were added to the reaction mixture, which was then boiled for 40-50 min and cooled. The precipitated crystals were collected by filtration, flushed with water and recrystallized from ethanol.

**Compound IV(a).** Yield: 52.8 %. Melting point: 225-226 °C. Found, %: C 45.82, H 4.31, N 26.98. $C_{10}H_{10}N_5O_2S$. Calculated, %: C 45.49, H 3.81, N 26.58.

**Compound IV(b).** Yield: 67.8 %. Melting point: 272.5-273.5 °C. Found, %: C 47.69, H 4.81, N 24.04. $C_{11}H_{12}N_5O_2S$. Calculated, %: C 47.42, H 4.34, N 25.24.

**Compound IV(c).** Yield: 55.1 %. Melting point: 271.5-272.5 °C. Found, %: C 47.29, H 4.61, N 20.88. $C_{11}H_{11}N_4O_2S$. Calculated, %: C 47.09, H 4.31, N 20.06. NMR spectrum $^1H$, CDCl$_3$, $\delta$ ppm: 2.315 (3H, CH$_3$), 3.4 s (2H, NH$_2$), 6.7 d (NH oxazoline), 7.55 d (2H, arom.), 7.7 d (2H, arom.).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our study shows that this compound appears to be an active N-alkylation reagent for sulfonamide compounds under mild conditions:

![Scheme 1](image)

The reaction between EMMD and benzenesulfo-N-(2-oxyfenyl)amide has some peculiarities. First, there occurs a condensation reaction, which is then followed by cyclization:

![Scheme 2](image)

The mass spectrum of compound I(d) shows that one of the main directions of disintegration of the molecular ion is due to characteristic breakdown of a malonodinitrile group as evidenced by the peak at m/z 259.

The infrared spectra of compounds I(a-d) show a difference in the absorption bands of two nitrile groups (2210 and 2220 cm$^{-1}$), which proves that they have different spatial arrangements. This is apparently due to the influence of the sulfonamide group on the closest nitrile group. Therefore, upon the interaction of compounds I(c) and I(d) with hydrogen sulfate, even in the cold, only one nitrile group is transformed into the thioacetamide group:
EMMD and its derivatives easily bind with guanidine sulfonamides and form pyrimidine sulfonamides in 75-80% yield:

Pyrazole derivatives of sulfamides have a high antimicrobial activity [9, P.159]. They can be used as anti-inflammatory, as well as analgesic drugs [10, 11]. Pyrazole containing N-acylsulfonamides appeared to be strong EP-3 receptor antagonists (12). Their scope mainly depends on the composition of functional groups. Synthesis of such compounds is of interest.

N-(2,2-Dicyanoethynyl)aryl sulfonamides I(a-b) appeared to be effective synthons in the synthesis of oxazoline- and pyrazoline sulfonamides in 55-60% yield:

The compound (IVb) was studied for antimicrobial activity. Results are given in the table 1. Optimum concentration for suppression of Staphylococcus aureus is found to be 1 mol/l · min. ·10⁻²; Escherichia tuphi – 1,2 mol/l · min. ·10⁻²; Penicillium – 2,9 mol/l · min. ·10⁻².

The investigation showed that synthesized dinitrilesulfamides are synthons for the synthesis of biologically active heterocyclic compounds. These compounds, like 1,3-dipolar, synchronously attach to 1,2- and 1,3-polarophiles without the isolation of intermediates. Biological testing showed their high antimicrobial properties.
Table 1. Bactericidal properties of 3-amino-4-cyano-5-(4-methylphenylsulfamido)-1,2-pyrazoline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration, %</th>
<th>Exposure per minute</th>
<th>Name of strain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Staphylococcus</td>
<td>Escherichia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tupsii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard: preparation in solution of 45% ethanol

«+» - Growth of microorganisms
«-» - Complete destruction of microorganisms
«x» - 30-40% destruction of microorganism
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Abstract: Public opinion is the complex of beliefs expressed by a significant number of persons on an issue of public importance. A public opinion has an issue of national significance and a group of persons who are concerned affected by the issue. The different views on the issue must be expressed and the size of the publics who are interested in the issue must be big enough to attract attention. Public opinion is a collection of views held by persons interested in the subject. Thus a person unaffected by or uninterested in an issue does not contribute to public opinion on the subject.
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INTRODUCTION

“Our service to citizens and to the public”. The definition of the role of public administration, government and self-government in the new political and economic conditions has not attracted sufficient attention. This is connected with the overall ambiguity of the role of public and private sectors and of the responsibility of the State for creating conditions for their development [1]. So far, reform documents only point out these problems at a general level. There is little understanding of the fact that this should be a principal conceptual change with practical consequences for the definition of functions and concrete tasks of public administration, the shape of its institutions, the means for its activities and its relations to citizens and to the public. The issue has its political, economic and other dimensions, and it is naturally determined by the Constitution and the legal order.

What has been made so far both at the theoretical and practical level is not sufficient for the transition from the system in which public administration was understood primarily as a tool of power of the Party and State, to targeted and consistent implementation of the contemporary concept of democratic public administration[2].

Modern democracies understand public administration primarily as service to citizens and to the public. Such understanding of the basic role of public administration is the foundation from which its principles (such as transparency, publicity, accountability, public control of administration), forms and methods of activities, requirements for professional and impartial performance etc. are derived.

The focus of public administration lies in providing public services. In addition to traditional services (municipal, health care, school, transport services etc.), they also include some "classical" administration activities in advanced countries, such as issuing licenses, permits, documents, certificates, providing information etc. A number of these activities are no longer viewed as an exclusive domain of the State. Our new experience shows that many operational tasks, professional decision-making, execution of supervision, testing etc. can be decentralized and transferred to self-government or to private entities [3].

Shifts in this area have their limits, though. Economic aspects cannot be the only guide (and, moreover, it has been proved on many occasions abroad that the exclusion of public tasks from the responsibilities of public authorities did not bring expected savings, however, it resulted in the erosion of the values and principles upon which the provision of public services was based).

It should also be stated clearly that stress on the conception of public administration as service to the...
public does not mean, on the other hand, a denial of the power, authoritative component of public administration. This comprises tasks in the sphere of security and internal order, regulation and enforcement of the fulfilling of legal duties, the application of administrative supervision tools, the imposition and execution of sanctions within the limits of administrative authority etc [4].

The material content and extent of public tasks and public services depend on how the importance of social automatisms and the extent of state intervention is viewed at a specific period, how the balance between the freedom of an individual and his responsibility for himself on the one hand, and solidarity care of the human community for an individual and responsibility for him on the other hand operate. This is a matter of protection and execution of interests and values recognized by the decisive majority of citizens.

The basic characteristic of public administration comprises the knowledge of heterogeneous and often contradictory aims that it is obliged to defend. In the present period of principal social changes and new demands which must be secured despite limited financial and human resources, public policy is exposed much more to pressure to make responsible selection of priority aims and to redefine tasks and functions of public administration in accordance with the aims. A permanent professional and political dialogue is fundamental for the process of defining these tasks and functions, leading to new economic, legal and other solutions [5].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This paper is an extensive analytical addendum of the research data utilized in the unpublished research entitled, “Efficient Public Service Delivery Model for Government Offices”, at Cebu Technological University bearing on alternative decisions of the issues and challenges that confront leaders in the actual practice of management. As such, this up to date research sought to untangle administrative decisions on the merit of: Issues and challenges cited in the unpublished research on precedence is the need to provide alternative-normative- prescriptive political decision(s) to effect leadership in administration; and Per provision of alternative-normative-prescriptive political decision(s) is a need to derive or untie discernment as part of leadership in administration, towards sustainability in any form or its opposite.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study is an arm-chair research which uses the alternative normative- prescriptive political approach tête-à-tête the published research entitled, “Efficient Public Service Delivery Model for Government Offices”, at Cebu Technological University. Issues and challenges elicited from the informants from the aforementioned were extracted and further analyzed arriving at possible alternative decision(s) for leaders to undertake to derive or untie inherent element of leadership in administration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The changing role of public administration. Some aspects of contemporary public administration would appear similar to someone working in government decades earlier, while other aspects have been undergoing fundamental transformation. While the changes are numerous, there are two that deserve highlighting.

The first, as alluded to previously, is the increasing emphasis on the role of the public administrator as a manager, and the need to apply managerial tools familiar in the private sector. This drive toward generic management has almost certainly enhanced the efficiency and perhaps the effectiveness of the public sector, but its critics argue that it has also undervalued the peculiarly public nature of management in government, and the need to think about public sector values other than sheer economic efficiency [6].

A second major change in public administration has been the increasing linkage of state and society in the delivery of public services. Government is no longer an autonomous actor in implementing its policies but often depends upon the private sector and/or the third sector to accomplish its ends. This linkage of state and society may enhance the effectiveness and the legitimacy of government but it also presents government with problems of accountability and control. Blending state and society means that public administrators must become more adept at bargaining and governing through instruments such as contracts, rather than depending upon direct authority to achieve the ends of government.

Bureaucracy is now less centralized and less hierarchical than ever in its recent history. The degree of centralization of the bureaucracy and of government policy has varied by country, but in almost all there is less power now vested in the center than in the past. Just as working with civil society may require a different set of skills than governing alone, so too will working more closely with subnational governments, or with quasi autonomous organizations that are nominally connected to ministerial authority but which may be designed to act more on their own [7].

Orientation to securing public interests as the starting point.
Assume that the functions and tasks of public administration can and must be derived from identified and recognized public interests since securing them is the reason of its very existence. The way in which general or public interests are accepted and satisfied is a cross-section of historical traditions, the concrete development stage of the respective society, the existing institutional framework of public administration as well as the enforced political emphasis.

The orientation of public administration towards securing public interests can be understood as its direction towards the solution of concrete problems of individual citizens and population groups and towards securing the functioning of the society as a whole. In this respect, public administration is interconnected with public policy, the aim of which is to identify, express and recognize public interests and to choose adequate means of satisfying them. Of course, the process of identifying, recognizing and satisfying public interests is always influenced by politically and ideologically affected interpretation. Identified and recognized public interests can become a good basis for differentiating the functions of public administration. In this direction, significant changes took place after 1989 especially in connection with the economic reform, political democratization and with the protection of basic human rights and freedoms [8].

**Functions of public administration.**

Public administration and the whole public sector are going through a radical change of their position in relation to economy while the elimination of ineffective and bureaucratically burdensome methods of direct interventions in the economic sphere from the totalitarian era does not mean any liquidation of the economic regulatory function of the State and the related tasks of public administration.

The principal changes result from the changing internal and external conditions of the development and functioning of economy, primarily from the needs to complete the market transformation of economy and from the international process of globalization of economic relations. The consequence of this is the need to increase the potential and effectiveness of the State and public administration in respect of the implementation, promotion of a rational development of economic proportions through macro-regulation, control of the privatization process of state-owned enterprises and public services, securing free competition and transparency in its implementation, securing an effective exercise of ownership rights of the State and other public entities, support of the private sector, especially of small and medium-sized enterprises, the development of effective cooperative relations between the public and private sectors, drafting and implementing effective sectoral policies, especially securing internal and external security, regional policy, transport policy, information and communication policy, environmental policy, education policy, social policy, employment policy and health care policy [9].

A well-functioning public administration and public sector provide conditions for the prosperity of private enterprise by creating an optimum and rational infrastructure by means of modernizing communication networks, systems of information services for citizens and businesses, through providing professional assistance to territorial self-government authorities, through support to investments in public interest etc.

It requires an increased quality and capacity of public administration in the sphere of regulation and control of the compliance with conditions and rules of the market environment, particularly the conditions of free competition and the elimination of monopolies, securing the quality, technological level, products free from health damaging defects and consumer protection. An important role of public administration lies in restricting "grey" economy, in securing proper tax collection, in discerning and preventing economic crime. In connection with the discharge of these and other tasks, public administration is in charge of public funds management (collected from tax-payers in the form of taxes, charges and other public dues under the law and simultaneously used in their general interest), and the state-owned movable and immovable property which, after all, should also serve all citizens. The financial area is remembered in the Constitution at least in the provisions on the state budget, the final state account and on an audit carried out by the Supreme Audit Office; the regulation of the "details" - which can be, however, of far-reaching importance - is implied in ordinary laws [10].

The general legislation on the management of national property from the period before 1990, which is a residue of the previous regime, is still in force, leaving the management of state-owned property practically in the hands of the Executive. Neither any law has been adopted in accordance with Article 11 of the Charter to stipulate which property necessary for securing the needs of the whole society, for the development of the national economy and for public interest may be owned by the State, a municipality or certain legal entities, nor any legal regulation of the management of state property has been passed which would, among other things, regulate the relationships

---
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between the legislative and the executive power in this respect so that every significant case of the disposal of state-owned property could be in accordance with the law [11].

Thus a modern, rationally and effectively functioning public administration is a substantial and irreplaceable prerequisite for the economic growth.

Another significant function of public administration is to secure and strengthen democratic institutions and mechanisms. Two main directions of the development of political democracy can be mentioned here: a) towards the strengthening of institutions and mechanisms of representative democracy, and also b) towards the development of institutions and mechanisms of participative democracy, i.e. direct participation of citizens and their organizations in the management and administration of the State [12].

The concept of administration as a tool of power still survives in a general understanding surviving from the authoritarian regime, which has maintained, on the one hand, the negative attitude of the population to public administration and, on the other hand, distorted ideas and stereotypes in the behavior and actions of a number of politicians and officials. Now it is primarily a matter of exercising a citizen’s right to participate, including the expression of their views in a referendum, and other forms provided for by the legislation, the right to information (which some of our politicians find so difficult to get along in the ongoing legislative approval of the Information Bill) and to democratic control [13].

The basic issue is how the public administration fulfills its role, how and how effectively it fulfills its tasks and functions and how it is evaluated by citizens in this respect. However, a prerequisite for the targeted action of public administration is that it should know its role and its tasks and that it should be motivated sufficiently to fulfill them, and that citizens should be made familiar with them in an understandable form [14].

CONCLUSION

The official actions of public administrators are based on public trust carrying legal accountability. Public office is a public trust. Public officers employees should at all times be accountable to the people, serve them with utmost responsibility, integrity, loyalty, and efficiency; act with patriotism and justice, and live modest lives Section 1 of Article XI of the New Constitution of the Republic of the Philippines.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, along with the traditional electret formation technologies, technologically unsophisticated and non-energy-intensive methods have been developed for polymer materials polarization by their heat treatment in contact with metals. These methods allow to combine the product forming operations and electric polarization of polymer matrix in one technological process, thus increasing the performance characteristics of the products made of structural polymers [1].

Metal-polymer electrets (MPE) are a specific type of electrets formed in the process of polymer films contact with a pair of short-circuited electrodes made of dissimilar metals. When “electrode1–polymer–electrode2” sandwich is heated to the polymer yield (or melting) temperature, thermally stimulated current (which density amounts to units tens pA/cm²) is induced in the external circuit connecting the electrodes. MPE are known for specific mechanism of their structure formation consisting in metal ions diffusion into the polymer matrix in viscous-flow state, their subsequent neutralization and coagulation of the formed atoms as clusters [2].

Phenomenological description of the electret effect is based on the results of fundamental researches conducted by the founders of the modern electret theory B. Gross, G.M. Sessler, J. van Turnhout, A.N. Gubkin, B.I. Sazhin, G.A. Luscheikin et al. [3-6]. The limited possibilities of the classical electrodynamics apparatus used for description of the charge transfer processes in polymer dielectrics is one of the main reasons for the lack of correct theoretical model of the electret state formation in polymers.

The relation between the dielectric conductivity and its microstructure predetermines availability of quantum mechanisms affecting the charge transfer processes and formation of electret states in the dielectric [7]. Multi-particle nature of such system complicates quantum-mechanical computations, thus, causing to remain at the level of qualitative description of the process of electret states occurrence.

A new approach applied by us in development of MPE model consists in presenting the process of metal transition from an electrode to polymer film as macroscopic quantum effect [8] which equation explicitly includes the Planck’s constant. The article addresses the possibility of building a quantum model of MPE electret state which basic provisions...
can be applied to the processes of formation of practically all types of electrets.

2. EXCITON WAVE FUNCTION

In the first approximation, a metal surface can be represented as the ordered collection of positive ions that create their own negative image (polarized negative) in the polymer that comes into contact with it (Fig. 1.1, a). Polarized “reflection” of the metal ion in the polymer matrix can be considered as a quasiparticle with a negative charge that is equal in absolute value to the metal ion charge and effective mass equaling to the mass of such ion [9, 10].

Figure 1 – Formation of charge states when a metal ion is transferred to the dielectric.

If the time period for metal ion transfer to the dielectric is less than the relaxation time, image 1, a is transformed as shown in Fig. 1, b. In other words, a negatively charged hole appears at the site of the metal ion and creates the already positively charged “reflection”. From the standpoint of the quantum theory of solids, such system can be regarded as a bound dipole, or exciton, and the system transition from state (1, a) into state (1, b) can be interpreted as a sequence of two turns of exciton by angle $\varphi = \frac{\pi}{2}$ [11].

Assuming that exciton of 1, a type is described by wave function $\psi_a$, then wave function $\psi_b$ which describes the exciton after angular movement can be obtained from the unitary transformation as [11]:

$$\psi_b = U^{-1} \psi_a = e^{\frac{i\varphi}{\hbar} (\sigma^a \sigma^b)} \psi_a,$$

where $U^{-1}$ is the unitary operator, $\varphi$ is the exciton turn angle, $\hbar$ is the Planck’s constant, $\sigma$ is the intrinsic angular momentum (spin), $n$ is the normal to the surface. Absolute value of angular momentum $\hbar \sigma$ is related to Pauli spin matrix $\sigma$ as $M = \frac{e\varphi}{2}$ [12].

Equation (1) can be re-written as follows:

$$\psi_b = \left[ \cos \left( \frac{\varphi}{2} n \sigma \right) - i \sin \left( \frac{\varphi}{2} n \sigma \right) \right] \psi_a.$$

Since the substance particles are predominantly fermions, then $n \sigma = 1$ [10] for them, so:

$$\psi_b = \left[ \cos \frac{\varphi}{2} - i \sin \frac{\varphi}{2} \right] \psi_a.$$

The statement of the problem permits us to restrict ourselves to just the real part of the proportion (2):

$$\text{Re} \psi_b = \cos \frac{\varphi}{2} \psi_a.$$

Then the first and second turns of exciton by 90 degrees shall be described by wave functions as:

$$\psi_a' = \cos \frac{\pi}{4} \psi_a = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \psi_a,$$

$$\psi_b' = \cos \frac{\pi}{4} \psi_b = \frac{1}{2} \psi_a.$$

Let us assume that wave functions $\psi_a$ and $\psi_b$ are "plane waves", i.e. $\psi_a = a \exp \left( \frac{i \mathbf{W}_a t}{\hbar} \right)$ and $\psi_b = b \exp \left( \frac{i \mathbf{W}_b t}{\hbar} \right)$, where $\mathbf{W}_a$ and $\mathbf{W}_b$ are energies of the plane waves. If their amplitudes are equal ($a = b$), and taking into account (4) we obtain:

$$2 \exp \left( -\frac{i \mathbf{W}_a t}{\hbar} \right) = \exp \left( -\frac{i \mathbf{W}_b t}{\hbar} \right).$$

Taking the logarithm of the reduced equation brings us to: $W_a = W_b + i \frac{\hbar}{t} \ln 2$. Since $\ln 2 \approx 0.7$, the resultant equation will be as follows:

$$W_a - W_b = 0.7 \frac{\hbar}{t}.$$

Equation (5) allows to consider the value $0.7 \frac{\hbar}{t}$ as excitation $\nu$, and since the energy is a real value, it is possible to take instead of $0.7 \frac{\hbar}{t}$ only the $\text{Im} \nu$, i.e. $0.7 \frac{\hbar}{t}$. From the mathematical point of view, transition to only real component in the right-hand part of equation (5) is not quite correct, but in view of the laws of physics it might be considered as a part of the underexponential equation corresponding to the plane waves energy.

The energy of the exciton charges interaction is determined by the known formula [13]:

$$W = -\alpha e^2 n \Omega^2 \left( \frac{\varepsilon - 1}{\varepsilon + 1} \right)^2,$$

where $\alpha$ and $\varepsilon$ are the dielectric susceptibility and dielectric permittivity of the medium respectively, $e$ is the electron charge, $n$ is the particles...
concentration, \( \Omega \) is the volume taken by them, \( x \) is the distance between charges.

In accordance with the basic provisions of the quantum theory of solids, particles concentration \( n \), as well as the probability density, can be presented as the squared absolute value of the wave function \( \psi^2 \) [14]. Indeed, the wave function or the wave vector (a.k.a. vector of state), in its broadest sense, characterizes a certain information field which comprehensively determines the physical system. Probability interpretation of the wave function was proposed by M. Born and does not exhaust its complete physical meaning. In the Sommerfeld quantum theory of metals (see, e.g., [15]) the wave function describes the particles density as well (i.e. their quantity or concentration). Besides, this concept does not contradict the Born’s interpretation, since if the state is more probable, then, naturally, there are more particles in it.

Then, we can write the following expression for interaction energies:

\[
W_e = -\alpha \frac{e^2 \psi^2 \Omega^2}{x^4} \left( \frac{e^1}{e^2} \right)^2, \tag{7}
\]

\[
W_b = -\alpha \frac{e^2 \psi^2 \Omega^2}{x^4} \left( \frac{e^1}{e^2} \right)^2.
\]

By substituting the values of physical quantities from equations (4) and (7) into expression (5) and by taking simple transformations, we obtain:

\[
W_e - W_b = \frac{3}{4} W_0 = \frac{3}{4} \frac{e^2 \psi^2 \Omega^2}{x^4} \left( \frac{e^1}{e^2} \right)^2 = 0.7 \frac{\hbar}{m} \tag{8}
\]

(according to (5)).

As it has been shown in [16], electrical conductivity of polymers in contact with metals is determined by disintegration energy \( W_0 \) of ionized molecules that characterizes the accumulation depth of the structural defects which may function as electron traps:

\[
\gamma = \gamma_0 \exp \left( \frac{W_0}{kT} \right), \tag{9}
\]

where \( \gamma_0 \) is the constant temperature-independent multiplier, \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is temperature.

The value of time interval \( t \) in formula (5) is close to the value of relaxation time \( \tau = \gamma T \), where \( \gamma \) is the conductivity of the medium. Let’s substitute time \( t \) with relaxation time \( \tau \) in equation (8), and the exponent from formula (9) with the Maclaurin series. Then:

\[
\psi_e \approx \frac{30 \left( e^2 + 2 \right) \gamma_0}{x^4} \left( \frac{e^1}{e^2} \right)^2 - \frac{W_0}{2kT} \left( \frac{e^1}{e^2} \right)^2, \tag{10}
\]

\[
\psi_b \approx \frac{15 \left( e^2 + 2 \right) \gamma_0}{x^4} \left( \frac{e^1}{e^2} \right)^2 - \frac{W_0}{2kT} \left( \frac{e^1}{e^2} \right)^2.
\]

where \( x' = \alpha x \).

The form of expressions for wave functions describing the exciton rotation (Fig. 1) corresponds to spherical waves which can be interpreted as occurrence of excitations of the internal electromagnetic fields in the exciton system associated with the relaxation processes of polarization charges redistribution. The basis for these processes is the principle of "energy expediency" which is implemented in a specific way on each occasion. In our case, it is realized as the potential equalization inside the dielectric material caused by the charge transfer described by the continuity equation:

\[
\frac{\partial n}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot j = 0, \tag{11}
\]

where \( j \) is the charge flow which can be expressed via wave functions [11]:

\[
\frac{\partial \psi^*}{\partial x'} - \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x'}, \tag{12}
\]

where \( m \) is the effective mass of the charged particles system, \( \psi^* \) is the conjugate value of the wave function.

Description of such processes requires introduction of certain assumptions on time dependencies that are implicitly available in equations (10) for the exciton wave functions. Since all processes of the charge transfer and redistribution in the system under study are limited by relaxation time \( \tau \), it is justifiable to introduce a corresponding chronal characteristic by means of Dirac \( \delta \)-function [14]:

\[
\psi = \psi_0 \left( \frac{\gamma}{\gamma + \Delta} \right)^{\Delta (t - \tau)}, \tag{13}
\]

\[
\psi^* = \psi_0^* \left( \frac{\gamma}{\gamma + \Delta} \right)^{\Delta (t - \tau)}.
\]

where \( \Delta \) is the a dimensional constant.

Substitution of ratios (13) into equation (12) produces the following result:

\[
\frac{\hbar}{2m} \left( - \frac{\partial}{\partial x'} \psi_0^* \frac{\partial \psi_0}{\partial x' \partial x'^2} + \frac{\partial \psi_0^*}{\partial x'} \frac{\partial \psi_0}{\partial x'^2} \right) = 0 \tag{14}
\]

Then, in accordance with the continuity equation (11) it turns out that \( \frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = 0 \); and, consequently, \( n = \text{const} \), meaning that the number of particles per unit volume of the dielectric phase space is constant which is supported by the balance between the particles inflow and outflow observed in the charge transfer process.
From the aforementioned, it follows that if real-quantitative changes inside the phase space do not exert any significant influence upon relaxation-structural behavior of the components of "dielectric-metal" physical system, the need remains to examine the chronal (temporal) relations between these processes.

3. CHARGE TEXTURE

Temporal, as well as any other coordinate transformations in quantum mechanics are defined by unitary operators [11, 14]:

\[
\psi_i(t) = U_i(t)\psi(0), \quad U_i(t) = \exp\left(-\frac{i}{\hbar}H_i t\right),
\]

where \(U(t)\) is the unitary time-shift operator, \(H_i\) is the Hamiltonian of a system with its own set of energy values \(W_i\).

In accordance with the foregoing, when time values match the relaxation time \(\tau\), dynamic structures (excitations) associated with the flows of charged particles, as well as the flows themselves, disappear which means zeroing of their wave functions:

\[
\psi_i = \frac{\psi_{i0}}{\chi'} e^{-\frac{i}{\hbar}W_{i}(t-\tau)} = 0,
\]

or in accordance with equations (10):

\[
\frac{\psi_{i0}}{\chi'} = \frac{30}{\chi'} \left(\frac{\varepsilon + 2}{\varepsilon - 1}\right)^\frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\varepsilon} = 0,
\]

or in accordance with equation (13):

\[
\exp\left(-\frac{i}{\hbar}W_{i}(t+\tau)\right) = \exp[-i\Delta\delta(t-\tau)]_{\text{for}} = 0. \quad (17)
\]

The fulfillment of condition (16) is implemented only in the case when \(\varepsilon = -2\), which is impossible for all known natural substances. However, condition (17) is quite feasible, since the huge negative value of the exponent index of about \(-10^{45}\) (which is obtained when the finite value is divided by the Planck’s constant) can be regarded as the “vanishing” of the given physical quantity to zero, and the relaxation processes become dependent only on the time parameter.

The obtained expressions for the wave function (10) and (13) describing the event of charge transfer from the metal to the dielectric have a form of spherical wave which amplitude attenuates in time (Fig. 2, a). Such wavefront may propagate for a distance of not more than \(c\tau\), where \(c\) is the speed of light. Since there are many waves of that kind, then, as the result of merging of several wavefronts, areas \(\Sigma\) are formed with higher values of the probability density (wave functions) (Fig. 2, b). Owing to spherical symmetry of the wave functions, areas \(\Sigma\) produce the structures which form is close to crystalline one (Fig. 2, c) and which are turned by 45 degrees relative to the initial position of the exciton (Fig. 2, d). Such areas correspond to higher values of charge densities, since high \(\psi^2\) values are indicative of high electron densities and, consequently, of possibility to form strong bonding orbitals. In relation to the internal volume of the solid body in question, this is equivalent to establishment of strong cohesive bonds and formation of any quasicrystalline, e.g. cluster, structure.

Figure 2 – Model of formation of the metal-polymer electret charge texture.

Noteworthy is a fact that "the turn angle" of pseudocrystalline structure formed during the charge transfer matches the turn angle of the wave vector which can serve as proof of correctness of the
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proposed physical model. Arrangement of the pole signs of the structure being formed (Fig. 2, d) provide additional “stability” to the latter which demonstrates that the given physical system is capable of forming the electret states.

![Figure 3 – Morphology of Ni particles in the polymer (polyvinyl butyral) matrix.](image)

Our previously obtained experimental results on metal diffusion into the polymeric matrix during metal-polymer electret formation [17] can evidence as an indirect confirmation of the proposed model. It was shown by electron microscopy that colloid metal particles of dendritic and globular shape (of 2-5 μm) are forming in the near-electrode layer of the polymeric matrix (Fig. 3). This enabled us to affirm that metal may be in the polymer matrix in the form of clusters forming a distinctive quasi-crystalline structure.

CONCLUSION

A new approach was applied in development of physical model of metal-polymer electret which consists in presenting the process of metal transition from electrodes to polymer phase as the macroscopic quantum effect which equation explicitly includes the Planck’s constant. Metal ions transfer into dielectric is regarded as occurrence of a bound dipole, or exciton. The expressions for wave functions describing the exciton rotation are obtained which can be interpreted as occurrence of excitations of the internal electromagnetic fields in the exciton system associated with the relaxation processes of polarization charges redistribution in the polymer dielectric. Owing to spherical symmetry of the wave functions, areas with higher values of the probability density can be presented in space as structures resembling the crystalline form which are turned by 45 degrees relative to the initial position of the exciton.
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When conducting any activities related to objects of capital construction (construction and assembly and repairs and restoration works), it is very important to take care of work reliability [1] since life cycle of objects of capital construction may be very long, and the results of construction and assembly and repairs and restoration works are exploited for an extremely long time. To provide the needed quality of such works by contractors at construction sites, external supervision takes place to check that every norm and regulation envisaged for the particular kind of work is followed [2]. When construction is carried out in state interests in the territory of the Russian Federation, the provisions on the customer representing the state, as approved by the Resolution of the State Committee of the Russian Federation on Capital Construction and Utilities Complex (Gosstroy of Russia) of 08.06.2001, №58 [3], defined technical supervision as controlling the quality of every construction, repairs, assembly and testing and launching operations executed by contractor at specific construction site and their agreement with the design solutions adopted. The City Construction Code of the Russian Federation [4], that came into force in 2006 introduced a new concept of «construction control» instead of the term “technical supervision” used before. In 2010 the Government of Russia streamlined the routines for executing construction control [5].

As for the monuments of history and culture, there is a special protective legislation in place in the Russian Federation, namely the Federal Law “On the Objects of Cultural Heritage (Monuments of History and Culture) of the Peoples of the Russian Federation” [6]. Instead of a classification envisaging new construction works, reconstruction and capital repairs adopted by the City Construction Code for new developments, monuments of history and culture may undergo capital repairs, restoration, conservation, re-establishment and adjustment to modern needs. Control over adherence to rules and regulations on doing repairs and restoration works at monuments of history and culture by contracting bodies is called “technical supervision” instead of “construction control”.

Up till now no routines have been adopted that would stipulate executing technical supervision on sites of cultural heritage. In November 2014 the TK 082 “Cultural Heritage” Standardization Technical Committee headed by S.B. Kulakov, the Chief Architect of FSUE “Central Scientific Restoration Design Workshops” has designed, and the Federal Agency on Technical Regulation and Metrology has approved the national standard GOST R 56254-2014 “Technical Supervision on Sites of Cultural Heritage.”
Basic Provisions” [7]. However, upon the Federal Law “On Technical Regulation” [8] coming into force, various standards (GOSTs, etc.) became the documents of voluntary application, provided the Government of Russia does not stipulate otherwise to define them obligatory. The list of national standards mandatory for use that came into force on July 01, 2015, provided the basis for adhering to stipulations of the Federal Law “Technical Regulations on Safety of Building and Structures” [9]. However that law contains no references to GOST R 56254-2014. Therefore, persons executing technical supervision on sites of cultural heritage may refuse using the said national standard in their work, but follow their own intra-company standards instead.

Experts point out the need to develop a non-contradictory logical legislative system in the area of technical regulation [10], where the issues of preserving the monuments of history and culture belong, including those of technical supervision thereon.

Since protecting the monuments of history and culture is one of the tasks following from stipulations of the Constitution of Russia, we believe that technical supervision routines should be uniform over the whole of the Russian Federation; therefore they should be set forth at the level of the Government of the Russian Federation.

An important issue subject to regulation at the level of the Government of the Russian Federation is qualifying requirements that a person executing technical supervision should meet. To pursue such activities on historical and cultural sites the performer should be licensed to preserve objects of cultural heritage [11]. Technical supervision is not identified as a type of activity needing a separate license. We believe this is quite adequate. The task of technical supervision consists in checking the proper execution of various separate types of activity. If one would try to separate technical supervision as a specific type of activity subject to licensing, then one would have to recognize that such a person would be qualified enough to execute every type of licensed activities belonging to it, which can hardly be the case.

In our opinion a more logical approach would give the right to control certain type of activity to a person having a license to that activity him- or herself. Actually we suggest charging a person fluent in the controlled activities with executing such technical control.

Surely, it shall not be one and the same person at one and the same site both doing the works and executing technical supervision over them.

GOST R 56254-2014 envisages that technical supervision is executed by an entity licensed to draft design documentation on conservation, repairs, restoration, adjustment to modern needs and re-establishment of objects of cultural heritage. In other words, this concept suggests charging the design body with the task of technical supervision. We consider such an approach not to be founded too well. It is not always that the design organization is aware of fine details of certain kinds of restoration works. That is why design and production works at site of cultural heritage are always split apart. Design works stand apart (including the development of design documentation on conservation, repairs, restoration, adjustment and re-establishment of items of cultural heritage plus production of design documentation on engineering reinforcement of objects of cultural heritage, these two considered to be two different types of activities). Production works are still another set of activities (restoration and re-establishment of external and internal painting and artful decoration; restoration, conservation and re-establishment of architectural and stucco decor; repairs, restoration and re-establishment of roofing; repairs, restoration, conservation and re-establishment of basements and foundations; restoration, conservation and re-establishment of woodcarving; restoration and re-establishment of gilding; restoration and re-establishment of graphics, etc., 29 types of works total).

Design author is entitled to execute author's supervision of works conducted at construction site. In case of monuments of history and culture that becomes an author's obligation.

In case technical supervision would be the responsibility of the same entity that does author's supervision, the legislator would make no sense specifying these two processes separate from each other (“Works on preserving the object of cultural heritage included in the registry or an object of cultural heritage identified anew are conducted <...> also provided that technical, author's supervision and state supervision in the area of protecting objects of cultural heritage are executed” [6, Article 45]). We believe that since the Federal Law “On the Objects of Cultural Heritage (Monuments of History and Culture ) of the Peoples of the Russian Federation” indicates author's supervision and technical supervision as two independent processes implemented in the course of works on preserving such monuments, that supervision should be executed by different entities.

Charging the entity that drafted design documentation with technical supervision does not devoid the latter of an authority to control the course of works. The right of project author to execute author's supervision is secured in the code of regulations “SP 11-110-99. Author's Supervision of the Construction of Buildings and Structures” [12], approved by the Resolution of Gosstroy of Russia of June 10, 1999 (This is confirmed in the approved by the Ministry of Capital Construction and Utilities of the Russian Federation of February 19, 2016 rulebook SP 246.1325800.2016 “Regulation on the
supervision of authors for construction of buildings and structures”). Note that the author's and technical supervision do not duplicate each other:

- in the course of author's supervision the agreement is checked of the actual works to design (production) documentation;
- in the course of technical supervision the agreement is checked of the actual works to technical regulations, codes of rules and technologies of restoration works.

Note too that the national standard GOST R 56200-2014 “Scientific Management and Author's Supervision in the Course of Works on Sites of Cultural Heritage. Basic Provisions” [8], recommended in 2012 by the letter of Deputy Minister K.G. Cherepennikov, on the “Provision on Scientific Management and Author's Supervision in the Course of Repairs and Restoration Works on Sites of Cultural Heritage (Monuments of History and Culture). SRP-2007.1.1.” [13], approved by the Federal Agency on Technical Regulation and Metrology is only of recommending nature, as noted before. Moreover, these were adopted by persons not duly authorized. According to the provisions of Part 2, Article 1294 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation [14], routines for executing author's control and author's supervision are stipulated by the federal executive body on architecture and city construction. That body is the Ministry of Capital Construction and Utilities of the Russian Federation (in 1999 such a body was Gosstroy of Russia), and not the Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation and not the Federal Agency on Technical Regulation and Metrology.

Since technical supervision on sites of cultural heritage is similar in nature with capital construction control, we assume that calculating customer's expenses on the execution of technical supervision may be done using computational methodology employed to retrieve customer's expenses on construction control [5].

Organizational and technical issues of technical supervision on sites of historical and cultural monuments, such as documentation forms, documentation running routines, etc. may be covered by the Ministry of Culture as the federal body treating the issues of preservation of objects of cultural heritage. The Provisions on the Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation [15] authorizes the Ministry with adopting restoration norms and regulations (Clause 5.2.22) [16]. Therefore, documents that accompany the execution of technical supervision (logbook forms, prescripts, content of reports) may be approved by the Ministry of Culture within the scope of its authority and does not require amending the Provisions on the Ministry or allocating additional funding from the Federal Budget.

Restoration works may be executed on site as a stand-alone activity. In case the issue is capital repairs of a building or adjustment of a building to modern needs, construction and assembly works are added to restoration proper. Controlling the adequacy of the full set of works in that case belongs to the two separate processes: technical supervision covers repairs and restoration works while construction control oversees construction and assembly works.

Persons executing construction control would need to have their self-regulated organization authorized to conduct construction control [17]. Those charged with technical supervision at restoration sites would need no special authorizations [18].

In case the legal act we propose is adopted at the level of the Government of the Russian Federation to regulate procedures of technical supervision at restoration sites, it would permit providing access to control activities to persons qualified in restoration only, thus improving the quality of restoration works.
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<td>PIIH (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB (India)</td>
<td>4.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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НЕКОТОРЫЕ ОБЩЕТЕОРЕТИЧЕСКИЕ АСПЕКТЫ ИЗУЧЕНИЯ УРОВНЯ ЖИЗНИ НАСЕЛЕНИЯ РОССИЙСКОЙ ФЕДЕРАЦИИ НА ПЕРВЫЙ КВАРТАЛ 2016 ГОДА

Аннотация: В статье рассмотрены общие теоретические подходы к определению статистических характеристик уровня жизни населения Российской Федерации в три квартале 2016 года. Приведены факторы, существующие образом влияющие на качество и уровень жизни граждан страны. Предложены некоторые показатели оценки качества жизни для любых регионов страны. Проранжированы статистические данные уровня жизни населения, представленные Федеральной службой государственной статистики Российской Федерации вплоть до марта 2016 года. Показаны примеры основных компонентов стандарта уровня жизни для двух групп граждан. Рекомендован один из методов характеристики уровня жизни – дифференциация доходов населения. Рассчитан индекс концентрации доходов на первый квартал 2016 года, проведено сравнение с 2015 годом.

Ключевые слова: уровень жизни, качество жизни, заработная плата, экономика, потребительский бюджет, статистика, доходы, занятость, безработица, дифференциация, коэффициент Джини.
статистики, которая занимается количественной характеристикой массовых явлений и процессов экономики.


Однако, не все данные экономической статистики могут позволить систематическое количественное описание всех основных и ведущих аспектов экономического процесса, экономики Российской Федерации в целом.

Конечно, все статистические показатели необходимы и важны, прежде всего, органам федерального, областного, муниципального управления для решения вопросов, связанных с регулированием экономики региона и разработки дальнейших перспектив ее развития на ближайшее будущее.

В связи с этим, целью данной работы является ознакомление с общим теоретическим методами определения некоторых статистических характеристик уровня жизни населения Российской Федерации по состоянию на первый квартал (до марта месяца) 2016 года.

Согласно [3], те доходы населения, которые обеспечивают личный уровень потребления, определяющим образом влияют на качество и уровень жизни.

Уровень жизни представляет собой степень удовлетворения потребности людей, обеспечивая их жизнедеятельность [4]. Но потребности изменяются в зависимости от личности того, кто представляет эти потребности, общественных условий, в которых они формируются под воздействием разнообразных факторов. Поэтому, само понятие уровня жизни, которое выражается лишь через степень удовлетворения определенных потребностей, является комплексным.

С другой стороны, качество жизни имеет более широкое содержание по сравнению с понятием уровня жизни, хотя оба понятия тесно пересекаются в теории вопроса.

Автор современной книги [5] полагает, что качество жизни выражает степень развития и полноту удовлетворения всего комплекса потребностей и отдельных интересов людей, которые проявляются в жизнеощущении и разных формах деятельности.

В свою очередь, качество жизни также объединяет в себе совокупность всех материальных, социальных, культурных, моральных ценностей, которые позволяют каждому человеку стараться жить в гармонии с обществом, природой, самим собой.

Качество жизни включает в себя еще и состояния экономической, природной, социальной среды общества в целом, отдельного человека, а также духовную сферу его жизни, юридические и политические стороны, связанные с правами и свободами граждан, психологические стороны, идеологию, культурный уровень.

Проблема качества жизни [6] включает в себя положительные и отрицательные условия труда, результат профессиональной деятельности, характер работы согласно профессии, уровень благосостояния семьи, доступ к культурным и социальным ценностям общества, а также демографические, национальные, экологические стороны.

Еще в 80-х годах прошлого столетия, теоретические и практические исследования зарубежных ученых [7] показали, что второстепенное значение имеет состояние здоровья людей, повышение продолжительности жизни, снижение уровня смертности, положительная динамика рождаемости, ослабление степени тяжести заболевания, сокращение длительности болезней, развитие физических и умственных способностей населения, улучшение их общего самочувствия.

Мы полагаем, что для оценки качества жизни каждого региона России важными показателями являются расширение жилых площадей, обустройство жилища, дотация населенных пунктов, повышения прочности, разнообразия одежды и обуви.

Очень действительно на качество жизни влияет состояние образования населения, продолжительность и уровень обучения в социальных институтах, степень овладения научными знаниями, нравственное содержание, художественный уровень российской и зарубежной литературы, доступность физических и электронных библиотек, телевидения в различных режимах вещания, виртуальных музеев и многих других учреждений культуры [8].

Немаловажным фактором влияния на качество жизни являются также улучшение уровня труда, развитие инновационного характера профессиональной деятельности, снижение напряженности на рабочем месте, повышение эффективности и обратной качественной отдачи каждого сотрудника, профессиональное соответствие, личных качеств, индивидуальных способностей людей, расширение свободы выбора профессии и специальности.
На основе проведенного анализа подходов к определению и объяснению категории уровня жизни, можно полагать, что первую группу составляют граждане с высоким и достаточным уровнем жизни, в то время, как вторую группу составляют граждане с низким или вообще нулевым уровнем жизни.

В первой группе, в основном, наблюдается практически полное удовлетворение расширенного круга потребностей, а также возможность накапливать определенную долю сбережений.

Во второй группе, согласно анализу, наблюдаются минимальные расходы на товары и услуги, отсутствие возможности удовлетворить минимальные потребности, вплоть до состояния доходов ниже прожиточного минимума.

В то время, можно выделить и некое промежуточное звено между обеими группами, так как, средний слой населения, в котором проявляются обязательные платежи жилищно-коммунальных услуг, удовлетворение потребностей без дополнительных расходов, однако, без возможности накопления сбережений.

Проведенный анализ благосостояния населения России позволяет более четко разграничить группы граждан в соответствии с определенными признаками, а также расширить понимание тех факторов, которые позволяют выявить причины снижения уровня и качества жизни россиян.

В то же время, не следует забывать о том, что уровень жизни населения рассматривается в тесной связи с общими экономическими показателями страны, доходами населения, потребительским спросом, торговлей, ценами и ценообразованием, государственным бюджетом на определенный период, кредитом [12].

Например, доходы населения, являются одним из показателей, связывающих общие экономические показатели страны и уровень жизни граждан, что представляется как ключевой фактор, определяющий уровень жизни людей.

В связи с переходом к рыночным отношениям регионов в России [13], резко обострился процесс распределения общества, в связи с чем, возникла необходимость использования методов анализа социально-экономической дифференциации населения по денежным доходам, ежегодно, на основе выборочного обследования бюджетов домашних хозяйств.

Уровень жизни также характеризуется показателями дифференциации материальной обеспеченности населения [14], то есть дифференциации населения по уровню доходов, среди которых особо можно выделить распределение населения по уровню среднедушевых денежных доходов, коэффициент

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Impact Factor:} & \textbf{Impact Factor:} \\
\hline
ISRA (India) & 1.344 \\
ISI (Dubai, UAE) & 0.829 \\
GIF (Australia) & 0.564 \\
JIF & 1.500 \\
SJR (Morocco) & 2.031 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
дифференциации доходов, индекс концентрации доходов или коэффициент Джини, коэффициент бедности.

Опираясь на проведенные расчеты и анализ результатов авторов [14], можно сказать, что важнейшим методом исследования дифференциации доходов населения является распределение населения по уровню среднедушевых денежных доходов на основе построения вариационных рядов [15] (графическое представление).

Эмпирические данные выборочного обследования бюджетов домашних хозяйств ранжируются и группируются в определенных интервалах по величине дохода. Для статистических характеристик предлагается использовать среднее значение душевого дохода, модальный доход или чаще встречающийся уровень дохода граждан), медианный доход или показатель дохода серединного ранжированного ряда распределения, средний доход или общий средний уровень дохода всего населения.

Полагаем, что модальный и медианный доход были и остаются одними из важных структурных экономических показателей, которые характеризуют отклонение среднедушевого дохода от среднего значения для из исследуемых групп. Как показал анализ, проведенный нами выше, первая группа населения имеет доход выше среднего, вторая группа, соответственно, ниже среднего.

С учетом того, что в подобном роде статистических исследованиях, наиболее распространенными являются децильный коэффициент дифференциации доходов [15] по неравенству в распределении доходов, мы рассчитали отношение минимального дохода у десяти процентов наиболее обеспеченных слоев населения, к максимальному доходу десяти процентов наиболее обеспеченных слоев населения. На основании формулы, коэффициент дифференциации доходов рассчитывали путем сопоставления девятого и первого из децилей.

Также были учтены моменты, где функционально очень близким к децильному коэффициенту дифференциации доходов является коэффициент фондов [16], с помощью которого измеряют различие между суммарными или средними значениями доходов десяти процентов наиболее обеспеченной, и десяти процентов наименьше обеспеченной части граждан.

Сам индекс концентрации доходов, или коэффициент Джини служит для измерения отличия фактического распределения доходов по численно равным группам граждан от их равномерного распределения или степени неравенства в распределении доходов населения.

Так как коэффициент Джини изменяется в пределах от ноля до единицы, что означает совершенное равенство и совершенное неравенство, то чем ближе индекс к единице, тем выше поляризация доходов в обществе.

Согласно проведенным расчетам в Государственном бюджетном образовательном учреждении Башкирской академии государственной службы управления при главе Республики Башкортостан и данным Федеральной службы государственной статистики Российской Федерации, в 2015 году показатель был в пределах 0,415, однако, по состоянию на март месяц 2016 года, показатель снизился до результата 0,413.

Это означает, что для таких статистических характеристик уровня жизни граждан, необходимо четко определить и установить границы дохода, которые обеспечивали бы минимально допустимый уровень. Для этого необходимо точное распределение и установление прожиточного минимума, стоимостной оценки минимального набора продовольственных и непродовольственных товаров, обязательные платежи и сборы с населения.

Конечно, коэффициент Джини не единственный индикатор уровня и качества жизни населения. Существует ряд других индикаторов, которые также можно рассчитать статистическими формулами [17].

В любом случае, оценку показателей доходов и уровня жизни составляют следующие экспертно рассчитанные индикаторы: бюджет прожиточного минимума в среднем на душу населения, среднедушевые денежные доходы, среднемесячная номинальная начисленная заработная плата, покупательная способность среднедушевых денежных доходов, коэффициент бедности по доходам, коэффициент Джини.

Таким образом, считаем, что необходимо продолжать исследования качества и уровня жизни граждан как на региональном, так и обсервационном уровне, то есть квалифицированное общественное обсуждение индикаторов их измерения, в том числе в рамках региональной дифференциации.

В свою очередь, данные исследования позволяют лучше интерпретировать реальную ситуацию в стране и отдельных ее регионах, разработать новые теоретические, методологические, методические подходы к изучению качества и уровня жизни населения.

Это способствует разработке новых статистических, социологических методов оценивания индексов, тесного взаимодействия научных достижений и практических результатов.

Impact Factor: | ISRA (India) = 1.344 | SIS (USA) = 0.912 | ICV (Poland) = 6.630 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE) = 0.829</td>
<td>PНИЦ (Russia) = 0.234</td>
<td>PIF (India) = 1.940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia) = 0.564</td>
<td>ESJI (KZ) = 1.042</td>
<td>IBI (India) = 4.260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF = 1.500</td>
<td>SJIF (Morocco) = 2.031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lubricating oil is the system with multicomponent; they are used in order to ensure the long-term exploitation of machine and mechanisms. One of the most important components in the content of the lubricating oil is viscosity additives. The viscosity of the lubricating oil is the most important exploitation parameter and its price determines the viscosity class of the lubricating oil. The simplest and faithful among the different ways of gaining the oil having the good viscosity-temperature property is considered the usage of the viscosity admixtures – from the polymer combinations. Some polymers – as well as, polyisobuthylene, polyalkylmethacrylates, polyvinylbutyle ether are used as the viscosity additives [1-6]. But the additives shown today are considered “classics” and they aren’t used, because they don’t meet the requirements of the modern technique

The copolymerization being as a method of Chemical modification, is used for giving necessary properties to the polymer compounds and it means it is considered as the simplest way of carrying out purposeful synthesis. For this purpose, α-olefins, (in particular case hexene-1) oligomerized with vinyl aromatic or karbocyclic monomers. But there is a simple way to get aromatic fragmented hexene-1 oligomers. Studies carried out at the “Polymer Additives” laboratory of Chemistry of Additives Institute showed that in composition of α-olefins aromatic hydrocarbons for example when it is oligomerized in solvent environment of toluene creates oligoalkiltoluene and they can be used as a initial raw material for getting synthetic oil or component as well as multifunctional additive
depending on the nature of the initial \( \alpha \)-olefin. Oligomerization products of \( \text{C}_8 \text{-C}_{12} \) \( \alpha \)-olefins actually are used as synthetic oil [7-10].

The advantages of toluene in the presence of oligomerization is that the toluene by forming a complex with Aluminum Chloride plays the role of so catalyst and process (oligomerization and alkylation) is going fuzzy, toluene cyclic cheaper than monomers and finally the active center of oligomers in environment is alkalized of toluene as a result of obtained product having a smaller unsaturated and it allows to produce hydrogenation stage of the technological process.

On this basis, it has been studied oligomerization of hexene-1 in the presence of toluene.

### 2. EXPERIMENTAL

The composition of the solvent in the presence of toluene Hexene-1 oligomerization is carried out as follows: three-neck flask equipped with mechanical stirrer, thermometer and drops funnel placed on a cooling bath. Amount of solvent in a flask (hexane or heptane) + is a mixture of toluene. The amount of the solvent stirrer should be in the same amount with \( \alpha \)-olefin (i.e. the ratio of 1:1 by weight). Blending is putting into operation in flask solvent 1-1, 5% - given with the amount of AlCl\(_3\) (table 1).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oligomerization conditions</th>
<th>Oligomers indicators</th>
<th>temperature, °C</th>
<th>amount of solvent, %</th>
<th>yield, %</th>
<th>molecular mass, qBr/100q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>toluene</td>
<td>AlCl(_3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86,9</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>91,5</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>92,3</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>94,8</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>95,1</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>93,7</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>74,9</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>96,5</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Composition and structure of synthesized compounds IR- and NMR-spectroscopy methods, element analysis (for carbon content determination) were investigated with fractionation of their content. For Research 20% were obtained in the presence of toluene in 100°C kinematic viscosity 7.3 mm\(^2\)/s taken from the oligomer.

In IR-spectrum (Fig. 1), 720, 760, 780, 825, 860 and 880 sm\(^-1\) frequency half substitute benzene (825 sm\(^2\)) is obtained and \( \alpha \)-olefins fragments corresponding to absorption lines. It should be noted that, the absorption bands corresponding to the value of two-and three benzenes fall on each other and making an accurate analysis is not possible. However, it was possible to determine that oligomer composition of according to 1,2-, 1,4- and 1,2,4- substituted there benzene. However, it was possible to determine that there are 1,2-, 1,4- and 1,2,4- substituted benzene in composition of oligomers.
Figure 1 - IR- spectrum of oligoalkytltoluene.

The results of NMR-spectroscopic analyzes confirmed the results of IR-spectroscopy. Suitable fragments of the methyl group CH$_3$-Ar, which is integral intensity of the hydrogen (2.1 min$^{-1}$), suitable factor of benzene less than integral intensity of hydrogen (6.6 min$^{-1}$). This means that in addition to three substitute formed benzene two substitute benzene. If only three substitute benzene were formed the intensity of the signals corresponding to the methyl group to hydrogen in that case three substitutes would be equal to the intensity of benzene protons. In the presence of toluene summarizing the results of the oligomerization process of hexene-1 it is possible to come such a conclusion, during the oligomerization of hexene-1 alkyl derivatives with a mixture of toluene are formed oligohexene alkyl derivatives.

Alkyl derivatives are formed from alkylation and oligoalkylation of toluene with hexene-1 and its oligomers. Thus, the process schematically can be shown as follows:

1. Oligomerization of hexene-1

$$n \text{CH}_2=\text{CH} + \text{AlCl}_3 \rightarrow \left[ \text{CH}_2=\text{CH} \right]_n$$

2. Alkylation and oligoalkylation of toluene

$$\text{CH}_3 + \text{CH} = \text{C}_6\text{H}_5 \rightarrow \text{CH}_3 - \text{C}_6\text{H}_5$$

3. Results and discussion

Viscosity-temperature properties of synthesized oligoalkytltoluene as a synthetic component in composition of petroleum oils (H- 12A and M-6) have been investigated (table 2). The results indicate that using from oligohexenitoluene according to the viscosity index price it is possible to get a concentrated base oils meet modern standards (according to the modern requirements, kinematic viscosity at 100°C 8 mm$^2$/s viscosity index of the oil price should not be less than 93).
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Table 2

Influence of concentration of Oligohexeniltoluene to viscosity-temperature properties of H-12A and M-6 oils.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration of oligomers, %</th>
<th>Viscosity-temperature properties of condensed oil viscosity, mm²/s, in 100°C</th>
<th>Viscosity-index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-12A oil + oligomer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-6 oil + oligomer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synthesized oilgoalkyltoluene by the addition to M-6 oil oxidation stability and the freezing temperature of the oil has been studied (Table 3).

Table 3

Influence of oilgoalkyltoluene of the oxidation stability and of the freeze temperature of M-6 oil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oligomer concentration, %</th>
<th>Oxidation stability</th>
<th>T_{freeze}, °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>settling, %</td>
<td>viscosity reduction, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (mineral oil)</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>25.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>21.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>20.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

Changing reaction conditions and the amount of toluene in decisive composition in the range of 2000-6000 molecular weight of oligoalkyltoluene was obtained. When obtained oligomer compounds are used in the amount of 20-30% in the composition of petroleum oils, their price of the viscosity index is increased to 96-104. The results indicate that using from oligohexenyltoluene according to the viscosity index price it is possible to get a concentrated base oils meet modern standards (according to the modern requirements, kinematic viscosity at 100°C 8 mm²/s viscosity index of the oil price should not be less than 93).
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ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC ABNORMALITIES IN SUBJECTS WITH OVERWEIGHT, OBESITY AND ABDOMINAL OBESITY

Abstract: This article presented the prevalence of ECG abnormalities in subjects with overweight, obesity and abdominal obesity.
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BACKGROUND: Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are the current problem of the world due to the high morbidity and mortality rate among the employable population. Despite progress in the prevention and treatment of CVD, they are still lead in the structure of morbidity and significantly affect such basic health indicators as morbidity, disability, mortality. As noted by many researchers, the level of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in developed countries is reduced from year to year, whereas this figure tends to increase in developing countries [1,2].

Considering the evolution of the CVD, we can establish that mortality from CVD atherosclerotic origin grew rapidly in industrialized countries since World War II. This led to the conduct of epidemiological studies in Europe, which began in 1950, in particular in the USA Framingham study. Three main cardiovascular risk factors - high cholesterol, hypertension and smoking regularly
appeared in epidemiological studies until 1975. The last twenty years have confirmed the importance of these three risk factors, which are long-term predictors of adverse outcome of CVD. Several polymorphisms of genes have been shown to be associated with increased risk of developing CVD. Despite this, the 90 years studies devoted to secondary prevention were priority than primary prevention [3-7]. As reported in the MONICA study, due to adequate secondary prevention observed reduction in mortality from myocardial infarction, while the morbidity remains stable. Similar conclusions were reached in the study REACH, which shows the lack of effectiveness of secondary prevention. DREAM study found that none ramipril and rosiglitazone does not reduce the incidence of cardiovascular events [8-10]. All this is of great interest and requires further study cardiovascular risk factors and the development of primary prevention measures.

Together with the study of behavioral and biological risk factors, is currently in the scientific world actively discussed the role of electrocardiographic (ECG) abnormalities, for an objective evaluation of the CVD. It was found that ECG abnormalities are significant prognostic marker of CVD independently of traditional risk factors [11].

Among the risk factors of CVD, obesity is the most common. Risk due to obesity contributes to the development of coronary and cerebral disorders in obese patients. In obesity observed damage of vessels, due to the fact that obesity predisposes to the development of dyslipidemia, diabetes, hypertension and sudden cardiac death. Besides these mechanisms, in obesity cardiomyocytes changes, characterized by degenerative phenomena [12]. ECG pathology more common in obese patients, which are manifested in the form of lower voltage, left ventricular hypertrophy, extension of left atrial [13]. There is evidence that visceral fat causes the appearance of pathologic ECG due to sympathetic activation, and was described cases of arrhythmia in patients with obesity [14]. In addition, weight loss was accompanied by the elimination of ECG abnormalities [15], which is similar to the results of research Colombia and Italy [16, 17].

Along with the association between ECG abnormalities and overweight, obesity, in the study of Korean scientists revealed the relations with the abdominal obesity.

AM: Aim of present study is to investigate the prevalence of ECG changes depending on body mass index (BMI) and value of waist circumference in residents of Turkestan.

DESIGN, MATERIALS AND METHODS: Design of the study is based on a cross-sectional population-based study conducted in Turkestan region. Out of whole sample (1143 respondents), ECG changes have been studied in 14% (158). Out of all 158 patients, number of men was 48, women 110, respectively. The average rate of age of the studied men and women were 50.1 ± 13.7 and 52.1 ± 13.7 consequently. Height and weight were measured while subjects were wearing light clothing without shoes. Waist circumference was measured midway between the costal margin and the iliac crest at the end of a normal expiration. BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters.

Standard 12-lead ECGs were recorded with each subject in the supine position using strictly standardized procedures. ECGs were coded by a cardiology specialist using the Minnesota system [18]. ECG abnormalities were divided into minor and major abnormalities based on Minnesota criteria.

Major ECG abnormalities included:
- 3-1,4-1-Left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH)
- 4-1, 4-2-Major ST-T abnormalities
- 7-1-Complete left bundle branch block (LBBB)
- 8-3-Atrial fibrillation (AF)
- Minor ECG abnormalities included:
- 5-3-Minor ST-T abnormalities
- 7-3-Incomplete right bundle branch block (RBBB)

The data was obtained using statistical package of program - Biostat. A chisquare ($\chi^2$) test was used to compare prevalence rates of ECG abnormalities between groups with and without the obesity and abdominal obesity.

RESULTS: Determinants of ECG changes of 158 patients showed in Fig. 1. In 36.7% of patients pathological ECG changes were not registered. Out of major abnormalities the most often pathology was LVH, of minor abnormalities was incomplete bundle branch blocks.
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Figure 1 - Structure of ECG changes according to the Minnesota coding system.

Table 1
Prevalence of major and minor ECG abnormalities by Minnesota criteria in subjects with or without overweight and obesity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minnesota coding system</th>
<th>ECG abnormalities</th>
<th>BMI &lt; 25</th>
<th>BMI &gt; 25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major abnormalities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14,1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major ST-T abnormalities</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete LBBB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor abnormalities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor ST-T abnormalities</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete RBBB</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBBB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAFB</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29,6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrasystoles</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early repolarization</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinus tachycardia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinus arrhythmia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42,2</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that the frequency of ECG abnormalities was not different statistically among individuals with and without overweight and obesity, living in Turkestan region.

Table 2
Prevalence of major and minor ECG abnormalities by Minnesota criteria in subjects with or without abdominal obesity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minnesota coding system</th>
<th>ECG abnormalities</th>
<th>WS &lt; 94 men</th>
<th>WS &lt; 80 women</th>
<th>WS &gt; 94 men</th>
<th>WS&gt; 80 women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVH</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13,2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18,9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In table 2 presented the prevalence of ECG abnormalities depending on value of WS. Both major and minor abnormalities were registered often in persons with abdominal obesity. Particularly in men with WS > 94 cm and women with WS > 80 cm such abnormalities as LHV, AF, minor ST-T abnormalities, incomplete RBBB, LPFB, LAFB, extrasystoles, early repolarization were more revealed than in residents without abdominal obesity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major abnormalities</th>
<th>Minor abnormalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major ST-T abnormalities</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete LBBB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor ST-T abnormalities</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete RBBB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPFB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAFB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrasystoles</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early repolarization</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinus tachycardia</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinus arrhythmia</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

χ² = 10.414; p=0.034

**CONCLUSION:**

1. This population-based study revealed that only 36.7% of people had normal ECGs.
2. Changes in cardiac electrophysiology were not varies by BMI.
3. Both major and minor ECG abnormalities were more often in subjects with abdominal obesity.
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ANTISLIP RELIEF OF RUNNING SOLE’S SURFACE

Abstract: The relief of running sole’s surface with high anti-slip properties was considered. The relief consists from well-known antislippering elements and the elements have been developed by authors. These elements are particularly arranged and placed at the running surface to provide increased anti-slip properties of soles. The experiments proved high anti-slip properties of running soles surface were carried out.
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Introduction
To prevent the falling of a person walking on the slippery surface various of removable [1-3] and fixed [4-5] footwear devices have been developed and are being improved.

However their application for casual shoes is limited because the removable devices have to be put on the footwear and then take to be taken off (for example, when entering the room). As for fixed devices user should activate or deactivate them when needed. Therefore, it is reasonable to develop the appropriate relief of running sole surface with anti-slip properties for casual winter footwear. There are relatively few such running sole’s surface structures [6], besides their anti-slip properties are insufficient.

At this paper we consider the running sole’s surface, consisting of well-known antislippering elements and the elements have been developed by authors. These elements are particularly arranged and placed at the running surface to provide increased anti-slip properties of soles [7]. The figure shows one of the following anti-slip running sole’s relief. Many casual (as well as sports and touristic) winter footwear soles have so-called protectors, with small corrugated supporting surface. At the proposed design of anti-slip relief the protectors form closed cuvettes 1, divided by grooves 4. The cuvettes can have different dimensions and shape that determine the design of running surface relief. The round rods 11 with a diameter 1.5-2.0 mm were arranged in staggered order in the cuvettes and were made flush with the supporting protectors surface (see figure a, b).

The groups of cuvettes are framed by borders 2 and 3 separated by grooves 5 and 6 at the toe and waist parts as well as the border of the heel. The surface of the small corrugated borders at the toe and heel parts is extended and there are crescent-shaped hollows 7 and 8 in this area. At the same time the sides of the protectors, borders and hollows have V-shaped grooves 10, 12, 13, 14 and 15 (see figure b, c).

Let’s consider the anti-slip properties of these elements of the running soles relief. First of all, it should be noted that the surface of pavements and roads (asphalt, paving tile, etc.) have bump and potholes. They can be both large enough (height of the protrusion, h > 1.0 mm) and small (h<1.0 mm), and the number of small protrusions significantly greater than larges one [8] on any surface.

The breaking effect of the soles protectors is well-known from the walking process on the slippery supporting bearing surface. It is less known that the effectiveness of protector breaking actions significantly depends on the height of ground protrusion. The experiments have shown that large ground protrusions cause significant breaking effect due to the engaging edge and corrugated protector surface when samples of running sole’s surface slip on the ground. Small protrusions practically don’t interact with protectors and their multiplicity reduces

SECTION 25. Technologies of materials for the light and textile industry.
The real contact area of the running surface with ground. As a result, small protrusions in a contact with protectors cause a little breaking effect on don’t have it at all [9].

In order to increase the breaking action of the numerous small protrusion we have suggested to perform flexible bars on the running sole surface. The bars can engage with large and small protrusions. These antislip elements are to be arranged in staggered order (see figure) to increase probability of engagement with ground protrusions.

A distinctive feature of the suggested running surface relief structure is the presence of crescent-shaped hollows 7 and 8, V-shaped grooves on the side of borders 2 and 3, protectors 9 and aforementioned hollows at the toe and heel parts (see figure b,c). The purpose of the grooves is “jamming” of the engaged supporting surface protrusions that leads to a high increase of breaking effects. Figuratively speaking, hollows are the traps for the protrusions of ground surface and they are capable to prevent or reduce the effect of sliding soles while walking on slippery ground.

During the walk on the slippery surface, including ice-covered, footwear slip is possible in any directions and at any phase of the step. However it is the most dangerous and lead to the fall at the first and final phases of step. At the first phase (the phase of making step at the back side of the heel) the sliding of footwear is more likely towards to the direction of movement and at the final step (the phase of pushing off and lifting the sole toe part off

Figure 1 - Running surface of the soles.

a – general view; I– border; b, c - fragments of relief in the toe and heel portions, respectively.
the bearing surface) – in the opposite direction [10]. Therefore to create conditions for “jamming” of the protrusions supporting surface, the points of the V-shaped grooves, located in the crescent-shaped hollows 8 are directed to the edge of the heel but in the crescent-shaped hollows 7 they are directed to the front of the sole (see figure). As regards to the grooves on the sides of the protectors and borders they are arranged in different directions. Nevertheless their significant part is focused for prevention of slipping sole along the movement’s direction.

Let’s note two additional features of the relief element arrangement to increase the antislipping sole properties.

The first feature regards to the cuvettes form and their arrangement on the running surface. This aspect due to the availability large-scale order protrusions (h>1.0 mm) on the support surface. They are in contact with soles will most likely turn out into cuvettes while deforming the flexible rods. When sliding of the sole such protrusions run into the sides of cuvettes and are able to “jamming” in it. To increase of “jamming” protrusions the sharp corners of cuvettes are located into the toe part and they are directed mainly to the front edge of the sole. The sharp corners of the heel parts cuvettes – to the falling edge of the heel. The arrangement of the cuvettes increases breaking effects for running sole surface at the first and final steps by walking on the ground with large protrusions.

The second features of the antislip elements arrangement apply to the hollows configuration between cuvette’s walls. During sliding soles on the support surface in any directions the comparatives shift of the ground protrusions along the hollows are limited the rectilinear length parts of the hollows. Let’s explain, that this distance is limited bi size of the sides cuvettes (see Figure). Therefore during sliding sole the relative moment of the ground protrusions are likely only a rectilinear part of the hollows, and further they run into the protectors or borders. They are able to get into the grooves. It is increase common breaking effects of the running surface.

The estimate of the breaking effects considering elements of antislip running surface are carried out according to the GOST 12.4.083 – 80. The samples of the thermoelastomer soles with dimensions 50x50x10 mm were made. There were four kind of samples: the samples with rectangular cuvettes, the samples with the same cuvettes with a bars inside them, smooth samples with grooves on the flank and smooth without antislip elements (reference samples). The experiments were carried out by means of updated laboratory bench, equipped thermostatic cell for provision with negative temperature and with sliding friction force recording attachment [11]. At the same time the sliding frictions coefficients of the mentioned sample groups on the ice-covered surface of asphalt, paving tile and on the ice at the temperature of -10...-12 °C were determined. The experiment’s result are presented in the table.

### The coefficient of sliding friction for the samples of the running sole’s surface on the supporting surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sliding surface</th>
<th>Coefficient of sliding friction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on ice-covering surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>asphalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth (without antislip elements)</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth with grooves on the flank</td>
<td>0.164 (26,2)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With protectors making cuvettes (without protrusions)</td>
<td>0.183 (40,8)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With protectors and protrusions inside cuvettes</td>
<td>0.238 (30,1)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The percentage shows the increasing factor over factor for samples with smooth supporting surface (*) and comprising protectors without protrusions (**).

Out of the table it’s follows that examined antislip elements have considerably breaking effects for sliding soles on support surface. At the same time combined breaking effects of running sole’s surface numerous elements make sure to considerable antislip effects when walking on slippery surfaces.
### Impact Factor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Region</th>
<th>Impact Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISRA (India)</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIFH (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBI (India)</td>
<td>4.260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PROBLEMS OF NEW HERO IN M. GORKY’S NARRATIVES “FOMA GORDEYEV” AND “THE THREE”

Abstract: This article analyzes the problems of a new character in the novels of Gorky «Thomas Gordeyev» and «Three». Reading these works, the readers offer a rich and diverse picture of Russian life, the world of the Russian bourgeoisie - from the lack of culture, and open to predation westernized forms of capitalism. This devout, OT Hanani Izuru, grown rich through crime and money-grubber philosopher Yakov Malenin, a person who is already able to think more widely, he feels politically sharpened and value in its class. The plot is based on the works of Gorky opposition of two ideas, one of which carries the idea of freedom, truth and power. And the other opposes it, the plot itself is denied as an invalid. Free and powerful people in the majority compared with birds, «the ability to soar» as opposed to those whose destiny crawling on the ground and grovel.
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From Gorky’s narrative “Foma Gordeyev” [1899] starts a new stage of his search for hero. M. Gorky, in his letter to S. Dorovatovski expressed the idea of his narrative, in which he wrote about his desire to depict “wide meaningful picture of contemporaneity” on the ground of a man “who must be energetic, healthy man, looking for a job fitting to his power, looking for a space for his energy [3, XXVIII, p.62-63]. Such a hero must be Foma Gordeyev, a new ruler from merchant class, “who was thought to be a Titan, shattering the worldwide injustice [1, p.165]. However, he appeared to be not typical for his estate and for his time. He alone rose against the whole world and was defeated, but the young bourgeois in the person of merchant class was flourishing and was stronger than the person fighting alone. Foma had neither support nor accomplice; even he had no firm ground under his feet, nor practical, life ideal in his soul. He had all in all hatred in his heart against all the evil of the merchant class world.

Moreover Foma Gordeyev is a new type of hero in the creation of M. Gorky in 90ths. Foma is the first hero of Gorky who rose not against a separately-taken person, as for eg. Aristid Kuvald [Бывшие люди – Former People], directing all his hatred against the merchant Petunnikov, or Kain (“Kain and Artyom”) rising against his insulators, but against the whole mercantile world, against the whole system. But this is another matter of things, that he was alone and powerless in his protest, and he had no idea of what to begin with, even he did not think to begin a certain systematic fight against the hated world. But the good point in him was that he did not perceive that world which was founded on injustice and mysteries, dirty crimes, the world to which he himself belonged.

Vice of the world, as a rule, first of all are seen by the leaders and humane representatives of the same world, the thing which happened with the hostility of the royal world, who in literature were called “unnecessary people”. Protest of both of the “unnecessary people” and Foma derives not from the social, objects of daily life, but he derives from the morel enmity of this world. As V. A. Keldish noted, “For Gorky and the writers before revolution, the theme of resistance of environment, forestlands as incompatible antagonism between the environment and the inner world of the person, between him and his nature” [4, p.435]. Just this “nature of Foma Gordeyev could not put up with the fact, what happened around him, in his native merchant class world. That’s why whatever they spoke or wrote against Foma Gordeyev, against his weakness and
senselessness of his fight, in spite of all this, he was a new hero, he was the beginner of the fight against all the system of unjust life. The following heroes of Gorky will know about the object and way of their fight and in their fight they will go further than Foma Gordeyev.

On the publication and appearance of the narrative “Foma Gordeyev” it arouses great interest to itself in the periodical press, and there appeared many critical reviews mainly against the main hero of the narrative. For eg. N. Kaspyskiy saw in Foma Gordeyev “a type of pure Russian hooligan”, in vain surrounded by Gorky “the eagle of self belonging pure Russian titans” [7, p.432]. Another critic A. I. Bogdanovich approaching more favorably to the protest of Foma, noted that “this is personification of the protest of the best power of human being against the reigning banality and lulling silence of standstill life [7, p.432].

The critic of “Moscovskiy vedomostey” A.Basargin generally considered that Foma does not deserve to be called as the hero of the narrative, it might be better to name the narrative as “Yakov Mayakin”. In the face of antipode Foma, critic saw Yakov Mayakin as typical representative of merchant class having woken “hitherto as if dreaming self-consciousness of basically, sought for Russian merchant class” [7, p.433]. And after all enmity to the new hero of Gorky came from M.Chunosova, who called Foma as “Pitiful monster of mankind”: [7, p.433].

In the soviet literature study of character of Forma was not highly valued either. It paid more attention to the episodically characters of workers, seeing in them inclination to future hero-fighters of Gorky and on the character of the main hero it was noted as “romantic illusion of Foma is diluted with the prose of bourgeois reality” [5, p.42]. A.Ovcharenko too, focuses his attention on the main hero, but on the characters of workers, who create before everything ground, but not the main plan of the novel. "In the quality of positive powers, he notes, determining fate of the country, fate of each person, in the narrative” by the character of Foma working people are confirmed” [6, p.110, 111].

The authors of “Russian Literature of the XX century” are true in mentioning that the narrative “Foma Gordeyev” in the first plan, the moral problem has been put forth.

The writer points out that “true humanistic beginning contradicts hypocrisy, false and obviously cynical moral of capitalists” [8, p.44].

Character and fight of Foma in reality is determined morally but not socially. His fight against the world of merchant class is conditioned not by life, by social necessity as a fight for existence but as a fight conditioned by moral requirements of soul and humane nature of hero. The hero as a human being is morally higher, won’t accept non-humanistic and criminal principles with which merchants live. The defeat of Foma lies just in this, just in this lies his tragedy, being a merchant, he rises against his own class. Merchant class world is refused within itself, by the representative of the merchant class itself. That’s why such a fight is doomed to failure. This is the defeat of morals, purely humane principles and values before the iron principles of merchant class world, the principle which is determined by Yakov Mayakin like this: “The life of brother Foma is introduced very simply: either all is in dirt or lies in dirt…” [2, III, p. 89].

Why Gorky compared the world of merchants with its own representative, but not with the representative of any other estate, let’s say, with intelligentsia or with lower middle class? It seems he did this for the reason that the writer had to point out not much of class, social fight, but he had to point out more moral damage and not fitfulness of merchant class. Class enemy is absolutely different from the moral enemy: merchant class with its principles is hostile not only to the working people, but also to the whole mankind, to the whole sound beginning. In the narrative “Foma Gordeyev, M.Gorky did not fully reveal the class determination of character and fight of his positive hero.

Different from his father Ignat Gordeyev who is a man of strong will, strong Foma is a man, though also strong, but seems to be of double nature, suspecting in the fact that he lives a correct life. In the formulation of his character on one hand, his father and his enterprise and on the other hand his aunt Anfisa and her tales made their influences. World of tales of Anfisa and real world of Ignorant created turmoil and disharmony in the soul of young Foma. Whatever Foma did, the work in his merchant enterprises and in his relations to women – in all he could remain pure pragmatic and merchant, in his activity and mutual relations with people, moral feelings are mixed up with. When Mayakin teaches him, how simply and roughly it is necessary to treat woman, Foma tells him: “Heart – a person possesses a hear!...” [2, III, p. 94]. The young man with his inexperienced mind searches for the sense of life, but can’t find it, for which he is angry at people and at him-himself, considers them and himself unnecessary for the society. The questions how to live, what is the sense of life and what the sense of human life torture him. “River flows for the reason that people sail on it – he says, - a tree grows for the use of people, a dog-guards the house... All in life can be justified! But people – as cockroaches are quite unnecessary on the earth... All is for them but what are they for? In what is their justification?” [2, III, p.146]

Tragedy of Foma lies in the fact that he cannot make out the complicated problems of life, find his place and his appointment in it. Life seems to him to be just cruel and ruthless process. It is as a mill, but
people are as corns, dropping under millstone they turn to flour. In this elusive process, called life, Foma can not make out the notion which is called the sense of life – management, money, trading etc., for Foma all this is a heavy burden from which he wants to emancipate. Foma somehow very early and very quickly gets upset in his life and his estate.

It is interesting to know why Gorky in the quality of such a merchant chose the man, being not experienced in the problems of living, even an unread man, not having read any book on merchant business. It is obvious that Gorky wanted to show that moral look of his hero was formulated not on the basis of clear bookish pieces of knowledge, modern theories, but on the basis of just the real life itself and natural inclinations of human nature.

Foma’s soul is not distorted and is not spoiled by some strangers, by bookish, scientific impacts. His soul preserved its infantile purity and the born with him kindness, and he won’t accepts the life as it is, the things which happen around him.

Foma’s protest against the merchants and against the merchant world bears roughly-spontaneous character and is expressed in rough critic and square curses. It is true, that one of the merchants, “a grey-haired old man” addressing to the merchants says: “It is from the honor of word! It is nonsense! It is necessary to endure… prophetic accusation… they are sinful, aren’t they… Isn’t it necessary to tell the truth, we are very, very…” [2, IV, p.217] But these “prophetic accusations” of Foma are expressed in the form of severe hatred to these double – faced and dangerous merchants. Alongside the honour in Foma spoke a great power and courage to tell them in the face all their falsehood. He prophesied them not on the social matter of things, not the humanistic matter of things but Godly punishment. All these people, as to Foma’s understanding are great sinners and they are all guilty before God.

Foma’s hatred and his protest doesn’t possess a hard basis in his soul and in his mind in the form of a certain ideal. He has no positive imagination about this ideal and on the other life. He has got only the sense of injustice, of which he spoke and as if calmed down his hatred. “He, with tiredness of struggle, powerless shame of defeat lay silently, furiously angry, smothered in dirt of something, tightly tied up on the hands and feet with a towel… something burned in him and it became darker, emptier in his soul” [2, IV, p.218].

Foma understood and admitted his defeat and he didn’t expect more from this struggle. He only wanted to tell the truth… wanted to ease himself” his “head painted”, he “felt the truth” [2, IV, p.p.220-221]. He says to Yakov Mayakin: “And by all means you are guilty! You spoiled. You spoiled the life!... But though my truth against you is weaker, but still it is truth! You are damned! Let you all be damned… [2, IV, p.221] Against the possessed easy money, Foma opposed the possession of truth and it turned to be weaker than the system.

Possession of thirst for easy money and carelessness to all moral duties before God and people excites the soul of Foma and pours them all his hatred in the face, and while doing this, he is in the powerless, desperate despair, as if he is in a nightmare. His struggle appears to be if not weaker but at any case, the struggle of a man being powerless before this world.

It is not occasional, that L.Tolstoy’s narratives “resurrection” and “Foma Gordeyev” written by M.Gorky appeared by the end of the 90th of the XIX century. In one case we see the completion but in the other the beginning of search for true hero. Tolstoy’s Nekhludov found the truth, which was an old truth, but Gorky’s Gordeyev didn’t find it, or he looked for a new truth. But Gorky’s hero had something of truth, from which he acted, and which can be called as precursor of future truth for which other heroes of Gorky will long for. In this sense, just lies the plan of search for new form of truth and the new novel of Gorky “The three” can be considered as the continuation of the narrative “Foma Gordeyev”.

Narrative “The three” was written at the beginning of the XIX century, in 1900-1901 years and can be called as a new stage in the search for heroes in the creative activity of Gorky. If Foma Gordeyev in his hostility to the existing order falls into the list of the unsatisfied with life, we can say, the people beaten off by the very merchant class itself, but Ilya Lunev falls into the list of people rising from below and up stands against them with the same reason as of Foma Gordeyev. In Gorky’s both heroes the protest against the unjust world is conditioned not by their social position, but it is conditioned by the moral state of their souls. In the both cases natural, humane beginnings won’t accept social beginning, the soul of man can’t agree with the injustice, lawlessness, inhumanity which takes place in life.

“The main problem of narrative – as the authors note, of the Russian literature of the XX century” – is a choice of “the way of life” [8, p.49], though it might be exactly said that it was not a choice but poignant search of “the way of life”, or fight and tragic death of Lunev, it is difficult to call the choice of “the way of life”. Before everything it could be said about the possibilities of choice and despair which brought the hero to suicide. E.B.Tager noting the continuing link between the narratives “Foma Gordeyev” and “The three” and the “early stories of Gorky” determined their themes as “the theme of tragic struggle of personality for the right to life and happiness, for the right to human dignity” [9, p.240].

In the context of investigated by us the problem, it is worth mentioning that the heroes of the first big-volume works of Gorky including the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact Factor:</th>
<th>ISRA (India) = 1.344</th>
<th>SIS (USA) = 0.912</th>
<th>ICV (Poland) = 6.630</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE) = 0.829</td>
<td>PHHII (Russia) = 0.234</td>
<td>PIF (India) = 1.940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia) = 0.564</td>
<td>ESJI (KZ) = 1.042</td>
<td>IBI (India) = 4.260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF = 1.500</td>
<td>SJIF (Morocco) = 2.031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
narrative “The three” searched for, before everything, the sense and appointment in life. They understood life and happiness not as the growing merchant and buyers did, that is, they saw happiness not in the form of material prosperity and in richness, but in doing kindness and in active service to the others. Ilya Lunev with all his power achieved all; from the begging orphanage he entered the list of merchants. But he found no sense in hoarding and in gathering wealth.

So, Gorky’s hero does not search for his personal prosperity and maturity but he searches for activity which brings prosperity not only for himself, but for the others. But Ilya could not find such kind of activity and that’s why died tragically. In the “search for decent life”, Lunev fell into the world of falsehood and hypocrisy, self-interest, scandalous injustice” [8, p. 49]. His protest against Poluetkov, and then against his companion Avtonomova – in its essence was a protest against to himself, as the life of a merchant and a purchaser, can’t be called “decent”. His suicide was the continuation and logical final of his hatred to Petrukh Filimonov, the death of money-changer Poluetkov and, at last, the publicly exposure of the guests and the family of the Antonius. Hatred to the mean ideals embraced him himself into its orbit as well which became the reason of his endless despair and suicide. Both in murdering and in suicide, one and the same idea was expressed – the idea of hostility to the existing order of life.

The investigators many a time mentioned the roll-call of the themes of the narratives written by Gorky and moral suffering of his heroes with the themes and heroes of works written by L.Tolstoy’s and F.Dostoyevski, particularly with the novel “Crime and punishment” written by Dostoyevsky. The theme of search for the way of life and moral sufferings of the heroes of Gorky and his predecessors coincide something in common. As one of the investigators of Gorky noted, the young writer “not only praised this theme among his predecessors, but untwisted it, informed of its tensity never having been before” [9, p.240]. The essence of its tensity lies in the fact that Gorky searched for the solution of the problem of the hero and the society not in the moral-psychological aspect, in the way Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky did, but he searched for the solution of the problem in the practical activity and struggle, the ways of which were not yet known either to the writer himself or to his hero.

The search of young Gorky and his heroes went on in two directions: first of all in the direction of search for the power and for the enemy against which and against who it was worth fighting; secondly, in the search of the heroes themselves, the heroes with which mental and willful qualities must this new hero possess. Neither Foma Gordeyev, nor Ilya Lunev knew in what the root of evety is and against what and how they had to fight. That’s why their fight was doomed to failure on two reasons: the first: they did not yet determine the root and initial reason of evil which embraced the whole modern world: secondly – these heroes are not ready themselves to the systematic practical struggle against this evil. Their struggle is of too much abstract character: neither the aim, nor the means of struggle are clear to them.

Ilya Lunev knew and could not help knowing that it was of no use telling his girl companion and her guest’s bitter reprimands for their false and dishonest life in the face and while doing this, he openly declares that he murdered Polutkov. What does it mean? What for? With what, purpose? Firstly, this is the endless state of the hero, who in the search of the way of life and for the aim of his existence, entered a dead – end from which he does not see a way out, and that is why he is in despair. Secondly, all this has been done for the objection of soul, for the suppression and satisfaction of his hatred to this world, for these by appearance seemingly prosperous and happy people, being in bliss in their moor of dishonesty and falsehood. Under the feet of this dirty life only Ilya Lunev is visible, but these people themselves don’t see its abnormality, as the worms of the moor don’t see dirt around their lives. Thirdly, it is as to the chance of aim of Ilya Lune’s protest, - a concrete aim and programmers of activity he did not possess. Coming to the Antonovs as a guest, he did not know that he would protest and burn all the bridges behind him. He did not know either that by calling at Poluetkov he would kill him. In all cases he acts with the possessed by him the hatred and passion for action. They are ruled over by emotions, but not by wit, or the latter was powerless to solve all the puzzles, which the life put before him. That’s why his actions were ruled over and directed by the momentarily appearing in him emotions, born with severe hatred to this world and with consciousness of his powerlessness before them. For seemingly senseless actions of Ilya, however one can find such a justification: with his thoughts and soul he could not put up with shameful and unjust word.

The merchant Poluetkov and tavern-keeper Peter Filimonov, who personify this world, are just the bearers of his moral. Ilya easily manages and unpunished in the way as he lawlessly killed the first and beat the second. He does not know that the roots of evil are not in them, but are hidden rather deeply, than the amoral and grasping passion of these people, and that’s why it is impossible to determine the reasons of this evil and kill all its bearers. Ilya’s sense of struggle against all the bearers of evil and against the society of the Avtonoms in the birthday party of Tatyana lies in this – his girl-companion’s struggle whose struggle is like Foma Gordeyev’s struggle against merchant class. If Foma Gordeyev admitted his defeat after his riot and put up with it, Ilya goes till the end and being conscious of his
defeat, ends his life with suicide, striking his head against the wall.

This death of the hero is symbolic, else evil stood before him as insurmountable wall, which is hard to smash, how it is possible to strike the head and break it.

The advantage of Gorky’s new hero before the predecessors lies in the advantage of Ilya Lunev over Foma Gordeyev indicating the fact that Ilya came from aside, from a poor family of a peasant. If Foma was born and grew up in a prosperous family of a merchant, Ilya Lunev was a poor orphan, came to the city from a village being still a small child and in an unknown city felt all the hardships of necessity and poverty. He with his own strength alone joined the people and became a beginning merchant. But as Foma, Ilya too could not put up with injustice and immorality of this world.

In this case Gorky as his predecessor or L.Tolstoy’s considers a deep social problem in the moral aspect. The hero acts against social order deriving from moral motives of his human nature, but not deriving from his social unreasonableness. As a result of this, it appears that social contradictions deriving from moral criteria are impossible to solve. Perhaps, Gorky understands this, but the ways and means of solving social problems - even and real, practical ways of struggle for building up just social society are even not known to himself.

Both narratives – “Foma Gordeyev” and “The three” have been set up as the autobiographies of the main heroes, and in the both cases the works begin since the childhoods of the heroes and in the both cases the ways to their mental and moral formulation are observed. The autobiographical sense of the plot of the narratives written by Gorky is determined by E.B.Tager not as the description of the “history of formation of personality under complicated influence of the surrounding environment” [9, p.242] but as “ant humanistic and false moral” with which this world exists, excites the pure, human soul of the young hero.

The surrounding environment was determined by Gorky not so much as to the character of the hero, but much of his will for struggle. Describing the environment, Gorky wanted to underline its nonconformity to the human nature.

The law of this environment, its principles and understanding on the justice completely contradicts to the moral principles of the human soul. Participating in the court for prostitute Vera, by the way, which reminds us of the court on Katyusha Maslova from the novel of L.Tolstoy’s “Resurrection”, Ilya flies into a range by the fact that thieves and Villains, such as Petrukh Filimonov silently judge the thieves and villains. Tolstoy’s scene of court was aimed at changing the fate of the main hero as the guilty person of the misfortune under the jurisdiction. But Ilya made two impressions from this court – in the tragedy of such people as Vera, the life itself is guilty, the system itself is guilty, in which thieves judge the thieves. That’s why if the struggle of Tolstoy’s hero was directed against the hero himself, but the hatred and struggle of Gorky’s hero was directed against the society.

But it is paradoxal that the victim of this opposition of society and the hero become hero in the face of Ilya Lunev. If Dmitry Nekhludov new what to do and against whom to fight, but Ilya Lunev does not know against whom to struggle and how to do it, or his enemy was elusive and almighty. Against such an enemy adequate social power was demanded on which Gorky will speak in his following works.
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In 1991, after disintegration of the USSR, European Alliance has prepared a new, special program TASIS on undertaking the functioning, in particular, the realization of the democratic reforms in independent states, create the infrastructures of market economy, the development of interstate trade, transport, network customs - admission points. Within the framework of exactly this program in 1993 in Brussels "Transcaucasus transport corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia" project was brought forth on the initiative of European Union (TRACECA) [Gasanov, 2007, p. 601].

As it is well known, in May, 1993 TRACECA was created at the participation of 8 countries: Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kirgizstan, Tadzhikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Later, during the period from 1996 till 1998 the Ukraine, Mongolia and Moldova were joined to the project. In 2000 Turkey, Romania and Bulgaria were joined to the project. In 2009 Iran was joined to the project, but Lithuania has got the status of the observer in the intergovernmental commission of the organizations.

TRACECA (Transport Corridor Europe Caucasus Asia) is a single project of Euro-Asian transport corridor on the West-East direction from Europe, with intersection of the Black Sea, through Caucasus and the Caspian Sea with output on Central Asia, which got significant financial, organizational and technical support of the international structures, in the first place of European Union. It corresponds to the global strategy of EU on rendering the assistance to political and economic independence of Central Asian and South Caucasus states by increasing the possibility of their yield on European and world market through alternative transport corridors. Finally TRACECA contacts with Trans-European Networks (TENs).

Besides, the support of the corridor pursues the purpose to provide guaranteed, steady output of Caspian and under Caspian power resource on international market. Annual financing of TRACECA project by EU forms 9-11 mln. Euro. The TRACECA corridor is aptly located between the main commodity producer in Asia and users in Europe and, besides, this route is more than two times shorter on the main transoceanic direction from the ports of Japan to the largest ports of West Europe.

The main purposes of the project are: creating the alternative to Russian Trans-Siberian pathway; the joining of the region to European transport networks; the support of CIS’ (the Commonwealth of independent states) new states independence.
The main achievement of TRACECA is the main many-side agreement (MMA) about the international transport on the development of "Europe - Caucasus - Asia" transport corridor, which was signed in Baku in 1998. Apart from MMA, the states, participating in TRACECA, had also taken a number of protocols and technical applications, presenting the change and additions to the given to agreement. Among them it is possible to note the Protocol about contributing changes to MMA, approved on II annual meeting in Tashkent, including the following positions: about railway invoice; about using zero rate VAT on railway facilities and none-using customs deposit; about bank provision; about policy of financial risks insurance and ensuring of the goods transit by rail-freight traffics.

The important action in the development of the transport corridor is the creation of the Coordinating committee on the development of Trans-Caspian international transport route at the participation of railway and port administration and shipping companies of Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey in February, 2014. Its purpose is the increasing the route attractiveness at the expense of the interaction of the sides in removal of physical and none-physical barriers and coordinated competitive tariff policy conduction [Transport corridors, 2015, p. 38].

One of the main stages of the recovering the transcontinental route are Serahs Agreement and the Agreement between the Republic of Azerbaijan, Sinker, Turkmenistan and the Republic of Uzbekistan about the forming of communicational Trans-Caucasus corridor, signed in May, 1996.

The Serious achievement in the development of international transport corridors is the introduction to action of Tedzhen-Serahs-Meshhed pathway under active participation of Uzbekistan railway on May 12, 1996, extending 320 km, which has opened new Trans-Asian corridor for the yield of Central Asian countries on the world market through the territories of Iran and Turkey. In the same year in Serahs the leaders of Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkmenistan have signed "The Agreement on the co-ordination of activity of the rail-freight traffic" and "The Agreement on cooperation in the field of regulations of transit transportation between countries-participants" [http://www.uzyt.uz/index].

The Trans-Caucasus corridor (in transit through Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan), with output to the Black Sea is known as TRACECA corridor. According to preliminary estimates of analysts, the realization of the project will allow Uzbekistan to spare annually around 20 mln USA dollars only on the export of cotton filament. As to economic advantages the opening of the new pathway allows Uzbekistan to shorten the distance to ports of the Black Sea basin to 1500 kilometers in contrast with traditionally used "northern" routes. Today, the transportation of one ton of the cargo on TRACECA costs cheaper by 14-18 USA dollars than the former way through Russia.

For present day, the fact that Uzbekistan, having already put money into the reconstruction of the...
Black Sea transshipment element, Poti port, which has 3 own storehouses there today, with the capacity of 30 thousand tons, tells in favour of this route.

This route is one of the most real possibilities of Central Asian countries yield (including Uzbekistan) to the seaports on Tashkent-Chardzhou-Turkmenbashi-Baku -Poti (Batumi) route, as well as by the united system overland car and railway communications formed long ago, connecting the countries of Central Asian region and Transcaucasia with European continent.

Within the framework of this route the car road passes on the territory: Azerbaijan - 801 km; Georgia - 464 km; Uzbekistan - 662 km; Turkmenistan - 1212 km. On experts’ evidence this car route has the first, the second and the third technical categories and allows skipping the transport facilities through traffic, at the term of the bridges’ reconstructions and some area on the territories of Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan and Georgia.

The Railway route on Euro-Asian corridor, having its total extent of 3076 km, passes the territories: Azerbaijan (the Baku-Buyuk Helmet) - 511 km; Georgia (Buyuk Helmet- Poti Poti) -363 km; Uzbekistan (Chingildy-Farab) - 761 km; Turkmenistan (Farab-Turkmenbashi) - 1 141 km. It should be mentioned that this railway pathway, having its enough high reception capacity about 40 pairs train a day, is well equipped and is partly electrified [http://refdb.ru/look/1735317.html].

Besides the development of the two main trends: car and rail transportations, technical assistance in the development of the sea transportations turns out to be too. The investment projects on the development of the terminal infrastructures in the ports of Iiliichevsk, Poti, Batumi, Turkmenbashi, Baku and Aktau have already been marketed as a result Varna-Iiliichevsk-Poti-Batumi and Baku-Aktau regular train-ferry link has been opened. Simultaneously these ports are given necessary equipment for the realization of the cargo handlings, including the processing of containerized cargo.

One of the most important transport elements of Europe - Caucasus - Asia route on the Caspian Sea is Baku international seaport. It has several mechanized quays, which are specialized on processing of dry cargo and fluid courts, as well as on processing of ferry and heavy-load containers. At the expense of the grant the port has gained modern cargo-handling equipment for the amount of 2 mln. dollars [Mirzaev, 2004, p. 235] as a result of that an oil-cargo-port is delivered in usage, allowing unload-loading of 10 mln. oil-products per annum. Besides, some works on the reconstruction of Baku International Trade Port ferry terminal are held.

If in 1996 the volume of Uzbek export-import cargo transported on Trans-Caucasus corridor formed nearly 140 thousand tons, in 1997 it formed 285 thousand tons, and only within eight months of 1998 it exceed 240 thousand tons. With the operation of the route beginning only within the framework of cooperation with Uzbekistan on export-import operations 660 thousand tons of vitally important cargo on the amount of about 470 mln. USA dollars have been transported [Karimov, 1999, p. 172]. The Main transit cargos are oil products and cotton.

Azerbaijan and Uzbekistan consider questions of more efficient Trans Caucasus corridor use within the framework of TRACECA project, Europe-Caucasus-Asia route as an important factor for growing of the amount of business between the two countries [Gasanov, 2007, p. 737].

However, among all types of transport a special place for South Caucasus countries and Central Asia is occupied by the pipe lines, the main task of which is delivery of the power systems through the Caspian and the Black Sea in Europe. Today Turkmenistan is predicted the fate of Kuwait for great spares of oil and gas, Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan are numbered among the countries with great prospects, and Uzbekistan will be able to provide itself independence in power engineering even for a long time [Mirzaev, 2004, p. 159].

The pipe lines in the Caspian region are a powerful instrument of geopolitics. Baku - Supsa oil pipeline have been laid first on South-Caucasus corridor on April 17, 1999, at the participation of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Heydar Aliyev, the President of Georgia, Eduard Shevardnadze, and the President of the Ukraine, Leonid Kuchma, the ceremony of the exploitation of Baku - Supsa oil pipeline and Supsa terminal (located on the Chernomorsk seaside of Georgia) was held. Through Supsa port the export of Azerbaijani oil which was gained from “Chyrag” oil-field on the world market began [www.azerbaijan.az]. The Total extent of the oil pipeline is 850 km, the reception capacity is 5 million tons per annum [Guseynova, 2005, p. 228].

The Project of Baku - Tbilisi - Dzheynian pipe line began to be realized after signing of the declaration on October 29, 1998 in Ankara. It has been signed by the President of Azerbaijan, Heydar Aliyev, the President of Georgia, Eduard Shevardnadze, the President of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbae, the President of Turkey, Suleiman Demirel, and the President of Uzbekistan, Islam Karimov, in witness of the minister of the USA power engineering, Bill Richardson [Baran, 2005, p. 106]. The extent of Baku - Tbilisi - Dzheynian pipeline makes up 1768 kilometers. The oil pipeline passes through the territories of three countries: Azerbaijan (443 km), Georgia (249 km) and Turkey (1076 km). The reception capacity makes up 1.2 mln. barrels of oil a day. The Official ceremonial opening of the whole oil pipeline passed on July 13, 2006 in Dzheynian. Since the moment of
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the putting the oil pipeline into operation on June 4, 2006 and on condition at the end of June, 2013, altogether 2227 tankers were loaded in Dzheyhan port, i.e. on BTD 229 mln. tons of oil were got to the world markets. At present oil is pumped on BTD oil pipeline from the block of "Azeri-Chirag-Guneshli" oil-field and the condensate from "Shah-Deniz" oil-field [http://www.wikipedia.org].

On June 16, 2006 Nursultan Nazarbaev signed the agreement on joining Kazakhstan to the project of the oil pipeline. The Agreement provides the organization of tanker transportation to Kazakhstan’s oil from Aktau to Baku through the Caspian Sea and its further transportation on BTD oil pipeline. On the first stage Kazakhstan intends to load on BTD about 7.5-10 mln. tons of oil per annum.

It is interesting that on the ceremonies of the BTD’s opening Nursultan Nazarbaev has elaborated that Dzheyhan direction will become for Kazakhstan only one of the export oil ways, but in no circumstances the main one. He founded his own discourses just on the forecasts of the mining of oil in the republic. "Astana keeps the many-side variant of its own hydroconcrete delivery to the world market, - he said. - And not because this is our ferroconcrete position, but simply because of that in 2010 we shall gain 100 mln., and till 2015 we shall gain about 150 mln. tons of oil. Under the internal need of our economy about 30 mln. tons neither BT nor North Caspian oil pipeline will be able to provide complete transportation of our oil abroad" [Zaslavskiy, 2005, p. 14].

The Significant place in transportation of power resources is conducted also to gas. South Caucasus gas-main, or in other words Baku- Tbilisi - Erzurum (BTE) Gas-main, was officially opened on March 25, 2007. The Diameter of the pipe line is 42 inches, extent makes up 970 km (442 km in Azerbaijan, 248 km in Georgia and 280 km from Georgian-Turkish border to Erzurum). On the South Caucasus gas-main the gas is pumped, which is gained within the framework of the first phase of “Shah-Denis” project [Transport..., 2015, p. 72-73].

Uzbekistan also takes part in dispatch of its own power resources to European countries, through BTD and BTE oil pipelines, using the ports of Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, and from there goods are got to Azerbaijan and further to Europe through Turkey. For transportation of the cargo from Azerbaijan to Uzbekistan, the goods are sent from Baku port to Turkmenbash port, from which they follow through Turkmenistan on a railway or a car road, further they reach Uzbekistan. There also exists an alternative way through Kazakh port Aktau, from which goods are delivered to Uzbekistan by land.

Besides oil and gas, different equipment, industrial and foodstuffs are also carried.

Within the framework of the corridor some steps are undertaken on shaping the mutually beneficial tariff terms for transportation of humanitarian cargo in Afghanistan, as well as the organizations of containerized transportation on Poti-Baku -Aktau- Almaty route with the prospect of their extension to China.

However, under the whole importance and intensities of Transcaucasian route, in 2008 the given route ceded a little to other alternative corridors: Trans-Russian and Trans-Turkish (Iranian) routes.

The time, cost, reliability, safety of the cargo have served as the criteria of comparison, moreover, the higher the importance of the index is, the more attractive the given route is. As any other index, its importance can be evaluated only in comparison with one another.

According to the results of this study the best indicator of transport routes attractiveness was given to Trans-Russian route -3414, Trans-Turkish one turned out to be on the second place according to this index 6646, and the third place was given to Trans Caucasus route with the index importance - 8258.

Table 1
The Comparison of the Index TRACECA of alternative routes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>INDEX Significance</th>
<th>Way cost</th>
<th>Time cost</th>
<th>Reliability Cost</th>
<th>Safety cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trans Russian</td>
<td>3114</td>
<td>1685</td>
<td>6767</td>
<td>6373</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans-Turkish</td>
<td>6646</td>
<td>3408</td>
<td>7776</td>
<td>8839</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans-Caucasian</td>
<td>8258</td>
<td>3446</td>
<td>11243</td>
<td>10849</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the last years within the framework of TRACECA and in alternative fetter cooperation searches of new large-scale project are planned. One of them is NEACB (New European Asian Continental Bridge) project, being realized within the framework of TRACECA. The Interest to the project is exceedingly great all through the route from China to Turkey. The extent of this transport bridge is

---
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10560 km, 3900 km of which pass through the territory of China, 1800 km pass through the foothills and plains of Kazakhstan, 700 km pass through Uzbekistan, 450 pass through Turkmenistan, 1960 km pass through Iran and 1750km pass through Turkey. Azerbaijan, Georgia and Armenia are also taken into account to be joined to the project [Mirzaev, 2004, p. 179].

From the very beginning NEACB assumed the construction of the railroad tracks network from Lianyungang coastal city through China to Kazakhstan and Iran and further on the tunnel under the Marble Sea (built in 2013) to Turkey for the reason of ensuring the steady train service between China and Europe. The New Eurasian continental bridge was to become the addendum to Trans-Siberian pathway, which already provides regular delivery of the cargo between China and Germany. The given project also comprises sea area, passing from China through the Indian Ocean [Transport corridors, 2015, p. 27].

The other project, which must become one of the main TRACECA’s routes, is Baku - Tbilisi - Kars (BTK) railway. The agreement on its construction was signed in February, 2007 by the presidents of Azerbaijan, I. Aliev, Georgia, M. Saakashvili, and the Prime Minister of Turkey, R. Erdogan. The total extent of the railroad tracks will form 98 km, 68 km of which will go through Turkish territory and 30 km will go through Georgian territory.

Full operation of this train service is planned in the middle of 2016. On December 24, 2015 on Baku-Tbilisi-Kars (BTK) railway the test cargo train including five coaches, which went from Baku to Ahalkalaki station, was successfully started up. The peak reception capacity of the corridor will form 17 million tons of cargo per annum. On the initial stage this factor will be at the rate of one million passengers and 6.5 million tons of cargo [http://www.trend.az/business/economy/2475882.html].

To the operation of BTK the delivery into usage of Alyat port near Baku is also planned. At the same time Kazakhstan also plans to increase Aktau port, in which an additional ferry terminal will be built. The Improvement of ports on the Caspian Sea will bring even more productive cooperation of TRACECA’s countries-participants.

TRACECA project "Silk Wind" also seems to be interesting and, directed on the extension of transit transportation by railway and sea fetter on the direction of China border - Kazakhstan - Georgia-Azerbaijan - west border of Turkey. The Participants of the project (Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan and Turkey) plan to use the speed through cargo trains in multimodal transportation, to introduce the common tariff on cargo transportation, to simplify customs and border procedures, as well as to shorten the time of the transit and the time for transit.

Within the framework of Silk Wind project the extent and velocity of the transportation on Dostyk/Altynkoli - Kars route through Aktau and Baku ports will practically decrease by 25% (from 16 to 12 days). The Project provides the introduction of the preliminary exchange system of information between customs service and the participants of the transportation process and expects granting the complex services of the infrastructure of the logistics. In 2013 the experts of all countries designed the project of the agreement, which is planned to be signed in the nearest future. [Transport corridors, 2015, p. 66-67].

At the moment American initiative of the further development of TRACECA, "New Silk way" is realized, in addition to European initiative of TRACECA, which for the first time was announced in 2011 as a possible way of Afghanistan’s greater integration to the region. The project comprises traditional approaches such as recovering the trade ways and relationships, reconstruction of the infrastructure, creation of the new transit and "North - South" trade ways, connecting Central Asian countries, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India and other states. For the realization of the project not only reliable and qualitative roads, bridges and border infrastructure are necessary, but also the harmonization of national customs systems so as the neighboring states could avoid all legal, formal and informal barriers and co-operate effectively.

Besides, the Chinese project "New Silk way" brought forth in the alternative to TRACECA project, which has found its reflection in "One belt - one way" approach, announced by PRC Leader, Cz Czinipin, in September, 2013 in Kazakhstan; seems to be interesting. The Project belongs to the trade routes, lying on the lands from China through Central Asia, Iran, Iraq and Turkey (through Bosfor) to Northwest Europe. This approach is more ambitious than New Eurasian Continental Bridge [Transport corridors, 2015, p. 27]. NEACB is a project, spreading to regional scales, and "One belt - one way" is a global one.

Thus, in spite of some difficulties, TRACECA is a project with great future, which will create conditions not only for the productive cooperation between the Republic of Azerbaijan and the Republic of Uzbekistan, but also for all the participants of the project, with prospect of the inclusion of the world scale.
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Today, half the world's population lives in urban areas. Cities are increasingly expanding the number of its population is constantly increasing. Therefore, a lot of villages changed their place as towns.

These indicators can not be observed during the last two centuries, the increasing number of urban areas in the world. In 1900, 14 per cent of the world's population lived in cities in 1950, 29 percent in 1990 to 43.2 percent in 2006, nearly 50 percent. In 2010, the share of the population of the city according to UN demographic forecast 51.3 percent and 55.9 percent in 2020 to 60.8 percent in 2030 would be equal to [1, p.56].

Data show that in 2030, close to 60% of the earth's population lives in urban areas, most of which Australia and Oceania. However, this urbanization on the continent which is the lowest level in 20 years of the last century [2, p.192].

Uzbekistan gained its independence, the city changed. Them up to the level of development of public policy, urban planning, legal foundations. In this context, on April 4, 2002, the Oliy Majlis of the Republic of Uzbekistan "On the Town Planning Code" as a result of the adoption of the resolution on the approval of regulation of the law on urban planning documentation, according to types of settlements. In particular:

1. Population of more than 1 million in the largest cities. This city which is the capital city of Tashkent in Uzbekistan.

2. The number of population of 250 thousand to 1 million large cities. In this city of 3, these Andijan, Samarkand and Namangan.

3-group. The number of the population of 100 thousand to 250 thousand in big cities. These towns 9, Nukus, Bukhara, Karshi, Kokand, Jizzakh, Navoiy, development, Almalyk, Angren, Chirchik, Ferghana, Urgench city.

4-group. The number of the population of 50 thousand to 100 thousand medium-sized cities. 17 cities in Uzbekistan, Beruni, Turtkul, sir, Asaka, Shahrivan, Kagan, a safe, Chust town, Zarafshon, Kattakurgan, the Taylak, Urgut Denov, Gulistan and Bekabad city.

5-group. Population of 50 thousand small towns. In this city of 86 [3, p.30].

It is known that the number of cities during the years of independence, the quality of attention. Therefore, structural changes in the status of the city in the past years, the city differs significantly changed. Only 3 town to town, they Samarkand region, Payarik (1994), in Bukhara region of Shafirkan (1995) and Navoiy province Yangirabot (1998), which resulted in five cities in group three.

Soviet period, a number of historical place names instead of the history of the language and the people in general do not "red" words into the habit of [4, p.95]. As a result, several people have been passed down from generation to generation for centuries of historical names have disappeared. Paved the way for the restoration of the independence of these names. In this regard, the
President of the Republic "to change the names associated with the Communist ideology" has signed a decree of the Uzbek people and its language are not directly related to the elimination of unfair and names more than thirty historical name was restored (table 1).

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Regions name</th>
<th>The old name of the towns</th>
<th>The new names of towns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Andijan</td>
<td>Ilichevsk</td>
<td>Karasuv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ferghana</td>
<td>Kirov</td>
<td>Besharik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ferghana</td>
<td>Kuybishev</td>
<td>Rishtan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Andijan</td>
<td>Leninsk</td>
<td>Asaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Andijan</td>
<td>Moskovskiy</td>
<td>Shakhrikhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Andijan</td>
<td>Sovetobod</td>
<td>Honobod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Andijan</td>
<td>Sufikishlak</td>
<td>Ahunboboyev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ferghana</td>
<td>Yangi margilan</td>
<td>Ferghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Andijan</td>
<td>Kukan kishlak</td>
<td>Pahtaobod</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Independence, President Islam Karimov's initiative and under the guidance of urban and rural reconstruction, improvement. Change according to the country's image in the world attention to issues of the heart. In particular, on August 3, 2009, housing construction in rural areas "model projects" in accordance with the decision of the PF-1167 as a result of the construction of a modern urban-style residential areas, cities, unique look. This decision and the requirements of modern cities and urban settlements in accordance with national traditions, into the development of a comprehensive legal view.

Today, cities, towns, regions and cities subordinated to the republic was divided, the city is now a total of 1,199 contacts, of which 119 are in the city and 1080 in the town. It has 443 settlements in the valley including 28 cities and 415 towns. At the same time, Ferghana region, 23 medium and small size, 5 large cities as well. [4, p.133].

Over the past years, as in the whole of the cities of the valley centuries of creative works. Historical memories associated with a number of complexes have been reconstructed, and new ones created. In particular, set Al-Fargani complex areas of the holy shrines, architectural monuments to its original condition.

Uzbekistan's Ferghana Valley, its socio-economic and cultural, especially with the demographic potential of the region in the center of attention of many scientists. The region occupies only 4.1% of the total area of the republic, 28.2 percent of the country's population live. Residents of a square. km. 438.3 people. The share of the working-age population makes up 61.3 percent of the population of the valley [5, p.33].

Valley region are concentrated most of the country's population, the more the structure of the population of the rural population in the coming years. Since 2009, this trend is, on the contrary, led to the priorities of the rural population declining population of the city. It is related to the granting of the rural population living in the town, the city showed the effects of the status of cities. As well as small and medium-sized cities, the population did not go through the villages.

Small and medium-sized cities, according to 2011 statistics, 12.7% of Andijan, Namangan region, 12.1% and 7.0% in the Ferghana region's population. The difference in the demographic potential of a population in a small town in the region. This figure seems to be one of the regions is considered to be a difference. If the regional level seen Chust in Namangan, Andijan in Shahrikhon, Ferghana region Hamza city, these small towns in regions of high demographic potential. Dustlik the large number of small towns in the entire valley with the leader, Hamza city is leader only in Ferghana region. Because the rest of the population of this town in the province of small towns (of Chartak, Kasansay, Pop, of Turakurgan).

The potential of the population of the valley's small towns can be divided into the following groups:

1. Population’s demographic potential is higher areas: (81.7-70.1 thousand people) - Dustlik, Shaxrohon, Asaka city;
2. Population’s demographic potential is average areas: (57.6-40.0 thousand) - Chortoq of Turakurgan, Kasansay Pop, Quva, Uchkurgan;
3. Population’s demographic potential is low areas: (39.2-25.9) - Kurgan, Rishton, the Akunlababev, Poytug' Suu, Khakkulobod, Quvasoy Rishtan Khanabad, Pakhtaobad, Khojaobod, Besharik, Marhamat cities.

The center of economic reforms aimed at the creation of a stable and efficient economy...
demographic situation. Because of the high population growth rates. In recent years, the natural population growth rate has dropped slightly, but he still has some of the top countries in extent [6, p.306].

Increasing the capacity of the population plays an important role in its growth rate. Over the past 20 years, the valley's small and medium-sized cities in the face of demographic specific way. According to statistical data, in the valley of small and medium-sized cities, the total population of 557 thousand 900 people in 1991, 945 thousand 200 people by the year 2011 grew by 169.4%. Of course, the population growth rate for the region's small and medium-sized cities were equal. For example, in the Namangan region made up 183.8 percent, the Ferghana region, 181.2 percent, 165.7 percent in the region [7, p.32].

It seems that the population of the cities in the region over the last years 557.9 945.2%. Population growth in the number of the leading cities of Ferghana region, and in this regard the leader Hamza. Further in the region of small cities (the Akhunbabaev). Namangan (Pop) region, which cities are the cities of Andijan region, is quite different from the rest of the city only Hamza cities.

The region's small and medium-sized cities in the 2011 demographic potential of the region (393.8), hereinafter referred to Namangan (367.1) and Ferghana (217.8) regions in the sequence. Andijan high demographic potential of the region is higher than that of the rest of the cities of the two regions in the country.[8, p.157]

As a result, the Ferghana Valley, the small and medium-sized cities in the last twenty years can be divided into 4 groups according to the level of population growth.

- The first group is lower population growth rate (the middle one-year increase 0,70-1,35%) .They are: Khanabad, Pakhtaobad, Quvasoy [9, p.94];
- The second group is average population growth rate (an average annual increase 2,0-2,60%). They are: Asaka, Shahriyazan, Kara-Suu, Poytug, Dustlik, Chartak, Kasansay, Uchkurgan, Khakkulobod, Kuva, Rishton, Besharik;
- The third group is higher population growth rate (an average annual increase of 3,05-4,15%). They are: Kurgantepa, Marhamat, Xodjaabad, Yaypan;
- The fourth group is the highest growth rate (an average annual increase of 5,50-7,75%) cities. They are: Akhunbabaev, Pop, Turakurgan Hamza,[10, p.172]
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The Constructive transformation of the economy independent Uzbek dialectical intertwines with improvement of the spiritual life society. What the President of the Republic Uzbekistan I.A.Karimov "Soviet social policy emphasized, was simply obtruded our folk. She did not correspond to his(its) scolded moral, moral, spiritual value. Exactly so it was formed such big breakup meantime that was declared in system this government, and that that was indeed. The Persons, its material, spiritual need occupied in this system of one of the last places. Such state had not future".[1, 23]

In context of the planting to soviet ideology big importance was spared change the spiritual world of the broad public masses, "re-education" people. Did not escape that fact that in cultural and politician to work "must be called old politicians to communist party". Such approach has brought about that that from the very beginning "cultural construction" has taken nature. It aimed at statement in ambience of the broad masses unattractive devil totalistic to personalities, to poor suit public literature, loss ancient tradition and custom.

Not less it is important also to take into account that soviet managament instead of objective necessary process of the consequent integration original east and the best sample of the west culture, artificially opposed to them to each other. The Presentations in its main mass European part populations, bolsheviks with contempt pertained to spiritual conquests folk Orient. The Dominant criterion of the cultural progress emerged the degree of the mastering "European culture" in russian variant of her(its) expression. Moreover the last, turned out to be at most politicized and farfetched "proletarizmi".

The Bolsheviks resolutely cut off not only the most rich layers "prerevolutionary" spiritual heritage folk national fringes, but also most russian folk, having left only that part, which could serve the purpose of the building to communist empire. The Cultural policy new authorities, aside from totalitarian ideological of the sterilisations of the broad public masses, executed the function to consequent rusification, called to clamp the spiritual unity all folk unitary soviet state.[2,149-150]

March 5 1918 were created Public Komissariat Enlightenments TASSR (Narkompros). The April 30 1918 were organized marginal, regional and town, district and advices public education [3,13]. On the first time marginal advice activity of the public education and its Executive Committees were not connected with local councils of the enlightenment. They concerned with the questions, concerning stating the school deal in Tashkent mainly, increased the contradictions between Executive Committee and Narkomprosom. As a result, 21 May 1918 TASSR stand; bear resolution about dismissal of the Marginal Advice of the public education. [4,62]

Cultural work closely touched with activity Public commissariat enlightenments. On the grounds of "Positions about organizations of the deal of the public education in Turkestan edge" (the August 17 1918), the general management deal enlightenments was sent Narkomprosu TASSR. [5,124] First steps
His(its) likings more spread on traditional maktab (schools). So in reality sharp political fight, when main regions of the edge were engulfed by rebel motion, local government did not dare in destroy the confessions of the educational institutions. Medrese and maktab (schools) formally had a right on existence. Together with that party and soviet organs did all the best to economic problems them. The Successful decision of this problem promoted the nationalizing an vakuf property, the lands of the religious institutions, with incomm which were kept religious cultural to organizations and confessions of the school.

Subsequent to the Centre of the arduous efforts on building of the school have unfolded in edge Public commissariat TASSR and his(its) divisions at local councils. The new system of the public enlightenment united labor soviet school was recognized instead of maktab (schools). She divided on two steps: the first, for children from 8 before 13 years (the five-year course), and the second - from 13 before 17 years (the four-year course).

Priority attention to soviet school has defined the rash expansion to its network. The First schools for children of the local nationalities were open in g. Skobelev (town is Fergana) under the direction of T.N.Kary-Niyazova (1917), in That-Tyube (near Tashkent) under the direction of Akilhana Sharafutdinova (1917.). [8,67]

In republic since May 1918 on September 1919 were openly 905 new grade schools. Such are a national schools in 1918 in Kokand was openly 17 schools, in Skobelev district - 6, in Tashkent-5. From functioned in Turkestan’s republic 121 schools 57 were national. In 1918-1919 gg. in Samarkand area was openly more than 100 schools[9,224].

On territory Perovsk district worked 58 schools, in which were trained 4660 children, including 1768 kazakhs. In Aulie-Ata district was 100 schools, from which 25 schools were open for the first time, in they worked 130 teachers, open were 73 evening groups. In 1919 in Semirechie and Syrdariya area was openly 27 uzbek, 6 dungan, 4 uigur schools. [10,14-15] Formation and development of the soviet school in data area had their own specific particularities. In connection with nomadic and semi-nomadic lifestyle for kazakhs were created nomadic schools[11,56].

In 1919 in Turkestan’s republic numbered more than 100 russian-krighiz schools moreover of them national - 10 schools II step. In each school was trained from 20 before 150 children [12,25], The Russian teacher happened to to work at translator, don’t know russian language, however, these courses have played the certain role in preparing the local personnel. In consequence were an open courses of the obligatory education soviet workman local language majority populations[13,126].

The main problem was seen in that to transform the schools from instrument "mastery to bourgeoisies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Impact Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISRA (India)</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHHH (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBI (India)</td>
<td>4.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cultural construction in Turk republic passed in very heavy condition. The Republic was girded burning ring of the civil war, public facilities of the edge was destroyed, nearly completely were absent the local personnel, textbooks and scholastic allowances on роdnом language. About established position M.V.Frunze noted that “groups of ten of a thousands muslims - poor person - a mass darkening, illiterate, residing under influence 6ae and mullahs so problem to paramount importance is behaving production political of the work amongst scolded populations”[6,31].

Coming from soviet period of the beliefs about cultural development of the population Turkestan, bolshevik managament has brought forth in number priority problem "exterations of the darkness and ignorance of the labor moslem folk". She introduced the problem in 1917 "making. [7,151]

Parallel with adjustment of the soviet system of the school formation intensive work was conducted on liquidations not soviet types of the schools. In provision this important for bolshevik management of the problem in 1917-1918 gg. SNK RSFSR has taken the row a decree-law targeted on removal "interference" Church in deal of the school. In particular, January 23 1918 were accepted decree-law "About branch church from state and schools from church ". In all state, public and quotient law "About branch church from state and schools particular, January 23 1918 were accepted decree was open issue in 1917-1918 gg. In Samarkand area was openly more than 100 schools[9,224].

In republic since May 1918 on September 1919 were openly 905 new grade schools. Such are a national schools in 1918 in Kokand was openly 17 schools, in Skobelev district - 6, in Tashkent-5. From functioned in Turkestan’s republic 121 schools 57 were national. In 1918-1919 gg. in Samarkand area was openly more than 100 schools[9,224].

On territory Perovsk district worked 58 schools, in which were trained 4660 children, including 1768 kazakhs. In Aulie-Ata district was 100 schools, from which 25 schools were open for the first time, in they worked 130 teachers, open were 73 evening groups. In 1919 in Semirechie and Syrdariya area was openly 27 uzbek, 6 dungan, 4 uigur schools. [10,14-15] Formation and development of the soviet school in data area had their own specific particularities. In connection with nomadic and semi-nomadic lifestyle for kazakhs were created nomadic schools[11,56].

In 1919 in Turkestan’s republic numbered more than 100 russian-krighiz schools moreover of them national - 10 schools II step. In each school was trained from 20 before 150 children [12,25], The Russian teacher happened to to work at translator, don’t know russian language, however, these courses have played the certain role in preparing the local personnel. In consequence were an open courses of the obligatory education soviet workman local language majority populations[13,126].

The main problem was seen in that to transform the schools from instrument "mastery to bourgeoisies
and square in instrument mastery worker of the class", from facility "spiritual enslavement of the masses in facility of their liberation" from "reactionary ideology", do the school "authentic centre of the enlightenment of folk".

Indeed school formation in many has caused the opposite results. Before her was put (deliver)ed in base its immoral purpose: shaping answerring request of the communist mode averaged to personalities, orientating to system of class valubles.
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THE SIMULATION OF CUTTING PROCESS OF THE CYLINDRICAL MILLING CUTTER

Abstract: The article is presented the structure cards of the conditions of processing of flat surface of the milling in the software package LS-DYNA. The analysis of cutting process of the cylindrical milling cutter with helical cutting teeth was made.
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Cylindrical milling is used in cases when it is necessary to mechanically process flat surface of a billet of substantial width of the cutting tool. The cylindrical milling cutter is a multiblade cutting tool, the perceiver variable load during the work. Improve the process of milling flat surfaces on the production is achieved by using a cylindrical milling cutters with the helical cutting teeth. Cylindrical milling cutters with the straight cutting teeth are used less, mainly for the milling of narrow surfaces [1, 2].

During the cylindrical milling (in this work it is considered conventional milling) in the cutting zone acts tangential and radial forces, the force of friction, leading to wear and the thermal deformations of the cutting edges of the tool. All of these factors can lead to processing errors (deviation from specified dimensions, geometric shapes or the correct positioning of the surfaces).

This problem has been considered in the various scientific research works. In the work [3] the results by the computer simulation of milling process the ledge of the end milling cutter are presented. It was the made optimization of cutting feed of the cutting tool on the basis of the contours of distribution of the plastic deformations, stresses and shear strains of the material in the cutting zone. The article [4] is described the mechanism of formation the systematic errors of forming when the processing the outer cylindrical surfaces of cylindrical milling cutters with axial and radial feeds, and the analytical dependence is derived for definition of errors that allowing you to control of the process parameters. The comparison of the geometric roughness of the processed flat and contoured surfaces during climb milling and conventional milling is presented in work [5]. It was determined that the trajectory of the cutting tooth during the conventional milling is an inverted trajectory of climb milling. The milling of convex geometric profile provides a lower surface roughness by the compare of the milling concave surfaces.

The influence of the rounding radius of the cutting tooth during the simulation enables the engineer to control of the process parameters.

The research of the process of milling of the cylindrical milling cutter with the helical cutting teeth by the approach of computer modeling will allow to receive the authentic results of the stress-strain state of the material of the billet. The changing of cutting modes during the simulation enables for the engineer to correct of the technological process of milling on the machines with the numerical control (CNC), which it is an actual task for automated machinery production.

Materials and methods
The research of subject was the contact interaction of cutting edges of the milling cutter with the processed surface of the billet in conditions of conventional milling.

The creation and subsequent orientation in the global coordinate system solid of models of the billet and the cylindrical milling cutter with helical cutting teeth can be performed in any CAD system. The parameters of the models of billet and cylindrical milling cutter are presented in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the parameter</th>
<th>Reference designation</th>
<th>Unit of the measurement</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A billet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>$L_b$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The cylindrical milling cutter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The outside diameter of the milling cutter</td>
<td>$d_m$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The length of the cutting part of the milling cutter</td>
<td>$l_m$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The total length of the milling cutter</td>
<td>$L_m$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rake angle</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>deg.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance angle</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>deg.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helix angle</td>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>deg.</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of cylindrical facet</td>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The outside diameter of the flanges of the milling cutter</td>
<td>$d_f$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole diameter</td>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyway width</td>
<td>$b_k$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyway depth</td>
<td>$t_k$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The magnitude $\gamma$ of the cylindrical milling cutter is selected in depending on processed material and the character of processing. For this type of milling with constant cutting depth $\gamma$ is performed positive. In order to increase resistance of cutting tools $\alpha$ was taken to be the magnitude of not more than 10 degrees.

The helix angle of the cutting blade is used to increase the smoothness of work of the cylindrical milling cutter and for creating the direction of the descending chip on the tooth face [7].

The orientation of solid models of the billet and the cylindrical milling cutter with helical cutting teeth in three-dimensional formulation is presented in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1 – The orientation of the models of billet and cylindrical milling cutter.](image)

To reduce the size of the file the model of the fixture for clamping of billet (vice) was not created. The billet was fixed for the bearing flat surface and didn’t move around the coordinate axes. The milling process was carried out at the combination of two motions: a rectilinear translational motion of $s$ with
velocity of 1000 mm/s and the rotational motion \( n \) around its axis with a frequency 2865 min\(^{-1}\) of the cylindrical milling cutter. The translational motion of the cutting tool directed toward to the billet. The cutting depth \( t \) was accepted magnitude of 2 mm. The cylindrical milling cutter has 10 cutting teeth.

The models of the billet and the milling cutter are split into finite elements in Explicit Dynamics module of Ansys program (Fig. 2).

![Mesh (refinement)](image1)

![Mesh](image2)

**Figure 2 – Split solid models into finite elements: a – billet, b – cylindrical milling cutter.**

The model of the billet was split into 70286 elements (16873 nodes), the model of the cylindrical milling cutter was split into 27660 elements (6066 nodes).

The removable layer of material (allowance) from the model of billet had the smaller size of the finite elements (refinement) than the other layers. It should be noted that the reducing of the size the finite element allows to obtain the more accurate results of the research. However, it leads to an increase the amount of data and, consequently, for to implement the calculation will require the significant computing resources.

The setting of processing conditions and simulation of milling process was implemented in the program LS-DYNA [8]. The choice of the type of finite element, material properties, type of contact, the character of the motion models of the billet and the cylindrical milling cutter were performed by the special cards [9].

The identification of the models of the billet (2) and the cutting tool (1) are executed with the help of the card of the key word *PART (table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pid</th>
<th>secid</th>
<th>mid</th>
<th>eosid</th>
<th>hgid</th>
<th>grav</th>
<th>adpopt</th>
<th>tmid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The assignment of material parameters and the types of elements was performed by three variables: \( pid \) (model number), \( secid \) (section identification defined in the *SECTION section), and \( mid \) (material identification defined in the *MAT section).

The solid elements are set for models. The completed card is presented in table 3.

### Table 2

#### The cards of the setting of the parameters of the structural unit of the models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*PART</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The cards of the setting of the properties of the elements of the solid type.

*SECTION_SOLID
secid elform aet
1 1

Section ID (secid) and element formulation options (elform) are selected in the card. The constant stress solid element (defaults) is used in accordance with equation 1.

As a processed material it was selected by the structural steel. The milling cutter made of the tool steel. The milling cutter is adopted of perfectly rigid body (card of the key word *MAT_RIGID), don't subject to deformations, billet – plastic material (card of the key word *MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC) with the properties of isotropic and kinematic hardening. The material models for the billet and the cylindrical milling cutter are recorded in table 4.

The cards are given models of material and their characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mid</th>
<th>ro</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>pr</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>couple</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>alias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.85e-9</td>
<td>2e+5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmo</td>
<td>con1</td>
<td>con2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lco or a1</td>
<td>a2</td>
<td>a3</td>
<td>v1</td>
<td>v2</td>
<td>v3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mid</th>
<th>ro</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>pr</th>
<th>sigy</th>
<th>etan</th>
<th>beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.85e-9</td>
<td>2e+5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>src</td>
<td>srp</td>
<td>fs</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The identification of the materials of models is implemented by the variable mid 1 or 2 (see cards of the key words *PART).

For the material of the cylindrical milling cutter it was taken by following physico-mechanical properties: mass density (ro), Young’s modulus (e), Poisson's ratio (pr). The variables sigy (yield strength) and etan (tangent modulus) are added for the material of the billet. The variables n, couple and m are defined the relationship of the options with module MADYMO3D/CAL3D (rigid body in the local coordinate system).

For the model milling cutter the center of mass constraint (in global directions) sets of the variable cmo (EQ.1). The constraints of the displacement of the milling cutter along the coordinate axes X and Z are recorded in con1 (EQ.6). The choice of rotation milling cutter (around the coordinate axis X) runs variable con2 (EQ.5). The number of local coordinate system (lco or a1) and the parameters of the vectors (a1 – v3) were not taken for the calculation.

The ratio of failure strain for eroding elements for steel (variable fs) is 0.78.

The contact between the billet and the cylindrical milling cutter was asked by the key word *CONTACT_ERODING_NODES_TO_SURFACE_THERMAL_ID. This key word takes into account elastic-plastic properties of the contacting materials, and when overcoming the resistance of the material of cutting occurs the removal of elements from the surface of the model. Also it provides for the assignment of thermal parameters of the material during processing. The structure of this card of the key word is presented in table 5.

The contact interface ID is defined of the variable cid. The cutting teeth of the model cylindrical milling cutter and free from the fixing flat surface of model of the billet (variables ssid, msid, ss typ and mtyp) contact.

The magnitudes of static coefficient of friction and viscous damping coefficient in percentage are set, respectively, the variables fs and vdc. The birth time and the death time of the contact surface are setting of the variables bt and dt.
The card of the setting of the parameters solid contact models with the failure of material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cid</th>
<th>ssid</th>
<th>msid</th>
<th>sstyp</th>
<th>mstyp</th>
<th>sboxid</th>
<th>mboxid</th>
<th>spr</th>
<th>mpr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the fourth line of the card there are recorded parameters of scale factors for the two models.

The parameters of the direct contact of the models are given in the fifth line of the card:

- isym – symmetry plane option (EQ.1 – do not include faces with normal boundary constraints);
- erosop – erosion/interior node option (EQ.1 – storage is allocated so that eroding contact can occur);
- iadj – adjacent material treatment for solid elements (EQ.1 – solid element faces are included if they are on the boundary of the material subset).

The magnitudes of thermal conductance for the closed gaps, the critical gap, the gap, in which there is no thermal contact, and the multiplier which is used on the element characteristic distance for the search routine are selected by using variables htc, gcrit, gmax and cd_fact, recorded in the sixth line of the card.

The motion of the models is carried out by the five cards. The key words

*BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_SET_ID, for cylindrical milling cutter – *BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_RIGID are used for the billet (table 6).

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>dof</th>
<th>vad</th>
<th>lcid</th>
<th>sf</th>
<th>vid</th>
<th>death</th>
<th>birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cards define the desired law of motion of the models.
The variables \( id \) and \( pid \) is the identification of the models. For billet the constraint of motion along the coordinate axes is defined of the variable \( dof \) (EQ. 1, 2, 3). The cylindrical milling cutter is moved along the Y-axis (\( dof_2 \)) and has a degree of freedom of the rotational motion around the X-axis (\( dof_5 \)).

The flags-signs of \( vad \) set the parameters of the motion of the model: 2 – displacement and 0 – velocity. By each movement there is assigned an ID for the description of the dependence of the velocity models from time (\( lcid \ 3 – 7 \)). The load curve scale factor \( sf \) defaults equal 1. The time imposed motion/constraint (activated \( death \)) was taken by default.

The choice of the velocity motion at time intervals of simulation of the milling process (0 – 0.005 s, 0.005 – 0.02 s, 0.02 – 0.06 s) is presented in cards of the key word *DEFINE_CURVE (table 7).

### Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lcid</th>
<th>sidr</th>
<th>sfa</th>
<th>sfo</th>
<th>offa</th>
<th>offo</th>
<th>dattyp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>o1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>o1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>o1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>o1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-1000</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>o1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key word *DEFINE provides a way of defining boxes, the coordinate systems, the load curves, the tables, and the orientation vectors for various uses.

Recorded in the card of the key word *BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION variable the movement \( leid \) is specified and in the card of the key word
Impact Factor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Impact Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISRA (India)</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBI (India)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIHNC (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIHNC (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*DEFINE_CURVE. The scale factors for abscissas and ordinates (sfa and sfo) were taken by default 1.

The variables a/f and o/f set magnitudes of the abscissas and ordinates. The magnitudes of the abscissa – time for milling, the magnitudes of the ordinates – velocities motion of models. Zero in the ordinate corresponds that the model of the billet does not move. The minus sign on the ordinate characterizes the displacement of the cylindrical milling cutter to the billet at a velocity of 1000 mm/s and rotation of the cylindrical milling cutter clockwise with a velocity of 300 rad/s. The displacement velocities of cylindrical milling cutter are not change on throughout the time range of the milling process.

The termination time of simulation of the milling process is recorded by the card, presented in the table 8.

Table 8

The card of the assignment the condition of termination time of the calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*CONTROL_TERMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>endtim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key word control cards are optional and can be used to change defaults to activate such solution of options as a mass scaling, the adaptive remeshing, and an implicit solution.

The saving of the results was carried out every 0.001 s solutions. Reducing the time step of the calculation allows to get on output more detailed view of the cutting process of the material of the cylindrical milling cutter. The card is presented in table 9.

Table 9

The card of the assignment of time interval between outputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*DATABASE_BINARY_D3PLOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the card it was recorded one variable dt, defining the time interval between outputs.

Output format for D3PLOT file recorded by the card of the key word *DATABASE_FORMAT (table 10). In the card iform (EQ.0) – LS-DYNA database format, ibinary (EQ.0) – word size of the binary output files (64 bit).

Table 10

The card of the assignment of the format writable databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*DATABASE_FORMAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By using this option one can reduce the size of the binary output files which are created by 64 bits computer such as CRAY and NEC [10].

The size of the created keyword file was 9 MB.

Results and discussion

The cutting of the material of the cylindrical milling cutter on the 0.006, 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06 seconds of the process are presented in Fig. 3 – 6. Coloured contours on the model of the billet show a degree of maximum shear stress of the material.
Impact Factor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Impact Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISRA (India)</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIIH (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBI (India)</td>
<td>4.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIIH (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBI (India)</td>
<td>4.260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 – The maximum shear stress of the billet material during milling cylindrical milling cutter to 0.006 s of the calculation process. The unit of stress is N/mm².

Figure 4 – The maximum shear stress of the billet material during milling cylindrical milling cutter to 0.02 s of the calculation process. The unit of stress is N/mm².

Figure 5 – The maximum shear stress of the billet material during milling cylindrical milling cutter to 0.04 s of the calculation process. The unit of stress is N/mm².
Shear stress in the cutting zone reaches of magnitude 125 – 160 N/mm². Finite elements of the model of the billet, on which the cutting edges of cylindrical milling cutter are act, is deformed (to damage), and is separated with the processed surface (formation of chips). At full cutting depth of milling and in the different positions of the teeth of the milling cutter, the cutting process is carried out by one or simultaneously (partially) three of cutting edges. There is observed don't uniform the cutting of the layer of material of the billet of the cutting edge of the cylindrical milling cutter. In the central part of the billet, the thickness of a removed layer of the material is reduced. This is due to the withdrawal of the cutting tool from the processed surface of the billet, as a result of the action is of the radial component of the cutting force. The intensity of maximum shear stress of the material of billet constantly is increasing as is passing of the cutting tool to a predetermined length of milling. A complete picture of the stress-strain state of the billet can be obtained by choosing the operations displaying of the fields of strains and stresses on the toolbar of the program LS-DYNA.

Table 11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dt of cycle 5821500 is controlled by solid Element 36768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>5.98888e-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time step</td>
<td>1.00258e-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinetic energy</td>
<td>3.22453e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal energy</td>
<td>1.93678e5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring and damper energy</td>
<td>1e-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System damping energy</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sliding interface energy</td>
<td>5.47795e4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External work</td>
<td>3.45732e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eroded kinetic energy</td>
<td>2.51909e4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eroded internal energy</td>
<td>1.08185e5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eroded hourglass energy</td>
<td>-8.11405e4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total energy</td>
<td>3.39185e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total energy/Initial energy</td>
<td>9.81064e-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy ratio w/o eroded energy</td>
<td>9.65955e-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global x velocity</td>
<td>-1.79275e1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global y velocity</td>
<td>-7.18865e2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global z velocity</td>
<td>-6.15721e-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU time per zone cycle</td>
<td>0 nanoseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average CPU time per zone cycle</td>
<td>107 nanoseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average clock time per zone cycle</td>
<td>109 nanoseconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Node number 10718 deleted at time 5.98888e-2
Solid element 42462 failed at time 5.98888e-2
The termination of the calculation occurred on 5832316 cycle. The report on the implementation of the solution is created in a text files "messag", "d3dump" and "d3hsp".

The control of energy and other process parameters of cylindrical milling at 5821500 cycle, the calculation are presented in table 11.

Perform a comparison of parameters of the milling process at the beginning and at the end of the processing. At the end of the milling process are increased to $10^4$ times values of the kinetic energy, internal energy, sliding interface energy, external work, eroded kinetic energy and eroded internal energy, total energy. Does not change the value of spring and damper energy, the ratio of total/initial energies and energy ratio w/o eroded energy. The control of the contact is carried out by the quantity and serial numbers of the deformed or deleted elements from the processed surface of the billet.

The information about calculation time (in seconds and in percentage) is presented in table 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>CPU (seconds)</th>
<th>CPU (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element processing</td>
<td>4.0123e4</td>
<td>65.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary databases</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII database</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact algorithm</td>
<td>2.1154e4</td>
<td>34.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact entities</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigid bodies</td>
<td>1.37e2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit nonlinear</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit lin. alg.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td>6.1420e4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The time of total calculation of the milling process is spent on the control work of the element processing and the contact algorithm.

**Conclusion**

The quality of the finished product will depend on rationally selected the cutting tool geometry and defined the cutting conditions. The control of the mechanical processing of the billet, on the design stage of the technological process, it is necessary to implement virtually by the programs for the calculating of the nonlinear dynamics. Given a sequence of the computer simulation of milling process with some modifications can be used for the continuous processing of billet with a large number of passages of the cutting tool.
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РАСЧЕТ СОПРОТИВЛЕНИЯ ТРАНШЕЕЗАСЫПАТЕЛЯ ПОВОРОТУ

Расчетная схема сопротивления повороту приведена на рисунках 1, 2 и 3. В процессе работы базовая машина испытывает действие бокового усилия, создаваемого внешним сопротивлением рабочему движению рабочего органа. Это сопротивление составляет сумму усилий резания грунта, сопротивления трения перемещению разработанного грунта в процессе его транспортирования в траншею и сопротивления разгрузки рабочего органа с формированием валика грунта над траншейей. Оно направлено перпендикулярно направлению движения подачи рабочего органа и противоположно – его рабочему движению.

Так как это усилие приложено к элементам траншеезасыпителя, расположенным на значительном расстоянии впереди базовой машины, оно создает вращающий момент ее поворота вокруг центра С.

Во избежание нарушения условий нормальной работы рабочего органа и всего оборудования в целом, возможность поворота траншеезасыпителя.

Проверка может быть выполнена расчетными методами. При этом тангенциальное усилие $P_{TT}$ создающее вращающий момент поворота, определяется по формуле:

$$ P_{TT} = P_{PR} + P_{PZ} + P_{T} + P_{B} $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

где $P_{PR}$ – сопротивление резанию грунта зубцами. Его наибольшее значение получается при разработке грунта кавальера III категории. $P_{PR} \approx 19,49кH$ [1,стр.54];

$P_{PZ}$ – сопротивление резанию грунта лопастями рабочего органа, $P_{PZ} \approx 42,45кH$ [2,стр.70];

$P_{T}$ – сопротивление трения по грунту перемещаемого рабочим органом объема грунта, $P_{T} \approx 16,61кH$ [2, стр.82];

$P_{B}$ – сопротивление разгрузки рабочего органа, в результате которой формируется валик грунта над траншейей, $P_{B} \approx 4,87кH$ [2,стр.70].

Следовательно,

$$ P_{TT} = 19,45 + 42,45 + 16,61 + 4,87 = 83,42кH $$
### Impact Factor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Impact Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISRA (India)</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>РИНЦ (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBI (India)</td>
<td>4.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>РИНЦ (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBI (India)</td>
<td>4.260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Рисунок 1 – Траншеезасыпатель. Схема к расчету сопротивления повороту.

Повороту базовой машины препятствуют другие внешние нагрузки, создающие вращающие моменты противоположного направления – технологическое сопротивление внедрению режущих элементов рабочего органа в грунт $P_{TC}$, сопротивление качению опорных катков рабочего органа в направлении подачи $P_K$, сопротивление трения катков сдвигу от трения в перпендикулярном направлении $P_{TK}$, сопротивление трения в устройстве формирования валика грунта над траншей $P_{ФВ}$. При этом создаваемый внешними нагрузками суммарный момент сил поворота базовой машины определяется по формуле:

$$M_{шт} = P_{шл} \cdot a - (P_{TC} + P_K) \cdot b - P_{TK} \cdot c - P_{ФВ} \cdot d \ (2)$$

в которой $a$, $b$, $c$, $d$ – плечи приложения соответствующих нагрузок относительно центра С потенциального поворота трактора. Как определено ранее, $P_{TC}=24,67 \, кН \ [3, стр. 77]$.

#### Рисунок 2 – Расчетная схема сопротивления повороту. Вид A на рисунке 1.
Сопротивление качению опорных катков

\[ P_k = \mu_k \cdot G_k \]  

где \( \mu_k = 0.2 \) – коэффициент сопротивления движению опорных катков траншейезасыпщика [1, стр. 98].

\[ G_K = G_{RO} \cdot \frac{l_1}{l_2} = 66 \cdot 2 = 132 \text{kH} \]

\( G_{RO} \) - часть силы тяжести рабочего органа, воспринимаемая опорными катками. Принимается \( G_{RO} = 0.6 \cdot G_{PO} = 0.6 \cdot 110 = 66 \text{kH} \)

\( l_1, l_2 \) – расстояние от оси шарнира толкающей рамы 2 до центра тяжести рабочего органа 5 и до оси вращения катков 3.

\[ \frac{l_1}{l_2} \approx 2 \]

\[ M_{POB} = 83.42 \cdot 8.7 - (24.67 + 26.4) \cdot 2.34 - 92.4 \cdot 4.2 - 10.86 = 725.75 - 119.5 - 388.08 - 86 = 1321.7 \text{kH} \cdot \text{m} \]

Препятствующей повороту момент реакции базовой машины \( M_p \) определяется из следующего (рисунок 2).

Силы тяжести трактора \( G_T \), равномерно распределенная между опорными катками гусениц, создает на гусенице под каждым из катков локальное усилие трения, препятствующее повороту.

\[ P_i = \mu \cdot G_i = \mu \cdot \frac{G}{n_k} = 0.7 \cdot \frac{313}{14} = 15.65 \text{kH} \]  

где \( G_i \) - нагрузка на один каток от силы тяжести трактора;

\( G_r \) - сила тяжести трактора;

\( n_k \) - число опорных катков; Для трактора Т-25.01 Я \( G_r = 313 \text{kH} ; n_k = 14 \);

\( \mu \) - коэффициент трения; \( \mu = (0.7 + 1.0) \) [1, стр. 257]

При этом каждым катком создается единичный момент силы трения относительно центра С

\[ \mu = P_i \cdot l_i \]  

где \( l_i \) – плечо приложения силы трения, создаваемый каждым отдельным катком, относительно центра С.
Издательские факторы:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Индекс</th>
<th>СИРА (Индия)</th>
<th>СИС (США)</th>
<th>ИНИ (Дубай, ОАЭ)</th>
<th>ГИФ (Австралия)</th>
<th>ИФ (Китай)</th>
<th>ИС (США)</th>
<th>ИИФ (Марокко)</th>
<th>ИСИ (Польша)</th>
<th>ИБИ (Индия)</th>
<th>РИНЦ (Россия)</th>
<th>ESJI (КЗР)</th>
<th>СИР (Чехия)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.344</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>2.031</td>
<td>6.630</td>
<td>4.260</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>1.500</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Рисунок 3 – К расчету момента сил сопротивления базовой машины повороту.

Общий момент сил сопротивления базовой машины повороту определяется по формуле:

\[ M_p = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_i \cdot l_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Плечи \( l_i \) приложения сил трения \( P_i \) определяются из соотношений:

\[ l_i = \frac{S}{2} = 1.15 \text{ м} \]

где \( S \) – межкосовое расстояние гусеницы трактора.

Для трактора Т-25.01 Я; \( S=2.3 \text{ м} \):

\[ l_1 = \sqrt{\left( \frac{S}{2} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{2K}{n} \right)^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

\[ l_2 = \sqrt{\left( \frac{S}{2} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{3K}{n} \right)^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

где \( n \) – число промежутков между катками гусеницы:

\[ n = \frac{n_k - 2}{2} = \frac{14 - 2}{2} = 6 \]

и \( M_p \) определяется по формуле:
Следовательно, $M_p$ больше, чем $M_{nue}$ более, чем в 2 раза, что при постоянном контакте всех 14 катков трактора с гусеницами обеспечивает надежное сопротивление повороту.

Однако, в движении может оказаться, что при выезде на выпуклый участок пути два крайних катка каждой гусеницы приподнимутся и выйдут из контакта с гусеницей. При этом сопротивление повороту обеспечивает только 10 катков.

Тогда

$$ P_i = 0.7 \cdot \frac{G_T}{10} = 0.7 \cdot \frac{313}{10} = 21.91 \text{ кН}$$

и

$$ M_p = P_i \cdot (2l_1 + 4l_2 + 4l_3) = 21.91 \cdot (2 + 3 + 4 + 5.6) = 21.91 \cdot 12.46 = 273 \text{ кН} \cdot \text{м}$$

В случае, если из контакта с гусеницами выйдут еще 2 пары катков

$$ P_i = \mu \frac{G_T}{n_k} = 0.7 \cdot \frac{313}{6} = 36.52 \text{ кН}$$

и

$$ M_p = P_i \cdot (2l_1 + 4l_2) = 36.52 \cdot (2 + 4.8) = 36.52 \cdot 7.1 = 259.29 \text{ кН} \cdot \text{м}$$

Следовательно, и в случаях нарушения контакта части катков с гусеницами сопротивление повороту надежно обеспечивается. И только при внезапном резком возрастании тангенциального усилия $P_T$ (например, при наличии в грунте кавальера крупных камней, металлических предметов или кусков древесины) восстановление сопротивления повороту потребует вмешательства машиниста.

Тракторы Т35.01Я, Т-40.01Я и Т-50.01К имеют значительно большие конструктивную массу, а также размеры узла опорных катков, чем у трактора Т-25.01Я. В связи с этим, их сопротивление повороту еще более велико, и его проверка не требуется.

Однако, трактор Т-11.01Я имеет конструктивную массу 14280 кг, силу тяжести $G_T \approx 142.8 \text{ кН}$ при числе опорных катков $n_k=12$ и параметрах опорного угла $\kappa=1.65$ и $S=1.88$ м

и

$$ M_p = P_i \cdot (4l_1 + 4l_2 + 4l_3) = 8.33 \cdot (4 \cdot 0.95 + 4 \cdot 1.06 + 4 \cdot 1.25) = 8.33 \cdot 13.04 = 108.62 \text{ кН} \cdot \text{м}$$

Так как $M_p(M_{nue}$ сопротивление этого трактора повороту не обеспечено, и его использование в качестве базовой машины траншеезасыпщика не может быть рекомендовано.

Трактор Т-20.01Я имеет конструктивную массу 24650 кг, силу тяжести $G_T \approx 246.5 \text{ кН}$ при числе опорных катков $n_k=14$ и параметрах опорного угла $\kappa=1.98$ и $S=2.1$ м.

Для этого трактора

$$ P_i = \mu \frac{G_T}{n_k} = 0.7 \cdot \frac{246.5}{14} = 12.325 \text{ кН}$$
### Impact Factor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ISRA (India)</th>
<th>SIS (USA)</th>
<th>ICV (Poland)</th>
<th>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</th>
<th>РИНЦ (Russia)</th>
<th>PIF (India)</th>
<th>GIF (Australia)</th>
<th>ESJI (KZ)</th>
<th>IBI (India)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICF</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.344</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.912</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.630</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.829</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.234</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.940</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.564</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.042</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.260</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JIF</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.500</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>2.031</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICF</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1.500</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.912</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.564</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JIF</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>2.031</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ I_i = \frac{S}{2} = 2.1, I_0 = 6; \quad \frac{K}{n_i} = 1.98, n_0 = 0.33, M = \frac{S}{2} + \frac{2K}{n_i} = \sqrt{0.15^2 + 0.66^2} = 1.24 \text{ m} \]

\[ I_4 = \left( \frac{S}{2} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{2K}{n_i} \right)^2 = \sqrt{0.15^2 + 0.99^2} = 1.42 \text{ m} \]

\[ M = P_i (2l_i + 4\cdot l_1 + 4l_i + 4l_1) = 12.32\left(2 \cdot 1.05 + 4 \cdot 1.1 + 4 \cdot 1.24 + 4 \cdot 1.42\right) = 12.32 \cdot 17.14 = 211.25 \text{ eH} \cdot \text{ m} \]

### References:
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Современные аналитические приборы: хроматографы, спектрофотометры, рентгенофлуориметры и др. определяют состав наземных экоаналитических лабораторий экологического мониторинга. В настоящее время приборостроители предприняли переход от производства аналитических приборов к серийному выпуску многоцелевых компьютеризованных химико-аналитических комплексов (ХАК) типа «ИНЛАН» (ИНЛАН - сокращено от интеллектуального лабораторного анализа). ХАК - определяется как сертифицированная совокупность материальной (средства измерений, вычислительная техника, стандартиные образцы, вспомогательное оборудование и т.п.), а также интеллектуальной (методики, программный продукт, эргономика) составляющих химического анализа [1]. Таким образом, в одном комплекте системно объединены...
непосредственно приборы, программно-
математическое обеспечение (ПМО), средства
метрологического обеспечения, комплект методик
анализа и все периферийные устройства,
необходимые для реализации этих методик.
Аналитические комплексы не просто позволяют
заменить одни приборы на другие, более
совершенные, а создают в эколабораторных
лабораториях новую технологическую среду,
позволяющую превратить химико-
аналитическую лабораторию в подобие производственных
участков, дающих быстро и дешево химико-
аналитическую информацию. Существенного
эффекта повышения качества аналитических
измерений с наименьшими затратами ресурсов
достигается за счет использования
соответствующего ПМО. Таким образом, вопросы
разработки новых алгоритмов ПМО, как наиболее
динамичной составляющей ХАК, остаются
актуальными.

Значительный неослаивающий интерес в мире к представлению сигналов в основе всплесков (wavelets) обусловлен главным образом их приложениями к проблемам сжатия и обработки информации (аудио и графической). В настоящее же время построение новых базисов с нужными свойствами можно считать требующим определенных навыков ремеслом. Аппарат базисов всплесков оказался одинаково продуктивен, как для чисто теоретических вопросов, так и для прикладных. Оказалось, что существует множество базисов, хорошо локализованных по пространству, что бы преобразования Фурье также хорошо локализованны. При этомказалось, что степень локализации во временной и частотной области можно управлять, что дает возможность получить своеобразную интерполяцию между представлением функции (сигнала) во временной (или пространственной) области и ее представлением в частотной области, т.e. ее представлением через преобразование Фурье [2,3].

Обобщением гармонического анализа является применение для представления сигнала \( S(t) \) в виде ряда или интеграла других систем функций. Такими функциями, в принципе могут быть любые системы линейно независимых функций \{g(k,t), k=1,2,...,N\} и тогда сигнал \( S(t) \) можно представить в виде:

\[
S(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} S(k)g(k,t) \tag{1}
\]

\[
S(k) = \int_{\Omega} S(t)G(k,t)dt = \int_{\Omega} S(t) \sum_{m} B_{k,m} b(t)dt \tag{2}
\]

Функции \( g(k,t) \) называются базисными, а \( G(k,t) \) – взаимными (дуальными) базисными функциями:

\[
G(k,t) = \sum_{l=1}^{N} B_{k,l} g(l,t) \tag{3}
\]

Дискретное преобразование выходного сигнала аналитического прибора \( y(t) \) будем рассматривать как разложение вида (1) непрерывного сигнала на конечном интервале времени по системе непрерывных функций \{g(k,t)\}. Совокупность коэффициентов такого разложения является дискретным аналогом сигнала – его спектром.

1. Проектирование вейвлетов для обработки сигналов ХАК, специальные условия[4-7].

Существует значительное количество систем базисных функций, удовлетворяющих общим требованиям, предъявляемым к базисам и обеспечивающим необходимое разложение \( y(t) \) [3]. Однако из всего их многообразия целесообразно выбрать такие функции, которые отвечали бы некоторым дополнительным условиям, вытекающим из характера работы выходного сигнала аналитического прибора. Это, прежде всего [4]:

а) повышение отношения сигнал/помеха;

б) некоррелированность коэффициентов разложения;

в) улучшение разделения полезных компонентов сигнала.

Выполнение этих требований позволяло бы упростить алгоритмы обработки и улучшить качество получаемых оценок.

Обозначим такую систему базисных и взаимных базисных функций через \{\( f(k,t) \), \( \Phi(k,t) \). Чтобы в пространстве, натянутом на базисные функции, компоненты сигнала были различимыми (желательно – разделенными), базисные функции должны зависеть от существенного параметра \( l \). В дискретном представлении сигнала, система базисных функций в качестве аргумента содержит квантованные значения параметра \( l=K\Delta \). Величина \( K \) определяет номер функции и введена в ее обозначение в виде параметра.

Максимальное отношение сигнал/помеха в спектральной области предполагает, что каждая взаимная базисная функция \( \Phi(k,t) \), с помощью которой по выражению, аналогичному (2), вычисляется спектр сигнала \( S(k) \), должна удовлетворять условию согласованной фильтрации:

\[
\int_{\Omega} B(\tau)\Phi(k,\tau)d\tau = f(k,t) \tag{4}
\]

где \( f(k,t) \) – модель сигнала, у которого некоторый (существенный) параметр \( l=K\Delta \)-шаг квантования по оси \( l \).

Из (4) следует, что функции \{\( f(k,t) \), \( k=1,2,...,N\} \) так же как и функции \( \Phi(\cdot,k,t) \) должны образовывать упорядоченную по значениям \( K\Delta \) систему (т.e. образованы сдвигом \( \Delta \) модели сигнала по оси \( l \), при фиксированном на некотором уровне (точнее – на уровне параметров сигнала) векторе остальных параметров. Как
правило, вследствие конечной длительности сигнала существенный параметр входит в модель, описывающую сигнал, нелинейно. Поэтому система функций \( f(k,t) \) будет линейно — независимой.

Некоррелированность коэффициентов достигается при каноническом разложении случайного процесса. Каноническое разложение процесса \( y(t) \) с корреляционной функцией \( B(t, \tau) \) обеспечивается, если базисные функции \( \{ \varphi(k,t), \Phi(k,t) \} \) удовлетворяют уравнению:

\[
\varphi(k,t) = \frac{1}{\sigma_k^2} \int_t B(t, \tau) \Phi(k, \tau) d\tau , \tag{5}
\]

где

\[
\sigma_k^2 = \int_t B(t, \tau) \Phi(k, \tau) dtd\tau \tag{6}
\]

имеет смысл дисперсии \( k \)-ой спектральной составляющей.

Сравнивая выражения (5)(6), можно видеть, что для удовлетворения обоих вышеуказанных требований между функциями \( f(k,t) \) и базисом \( \varphi(k,t) \) должна существовать линейная зависимость:

\[
f(k,t) = \sigma_k^2 \varphi(k,t) \tag{7}
\]

Тогда по (5), взаимный базис \( \Phi(k,t) \) будет равен:

\[
\Phi(k,t) = \frac{1}{\sigma_k^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \nu_{ki} f(i,t) \tag{8}
\]

Подставляя в это выражение \( f(i,t) \) из (4), получим

\[
\Phi(k,t) = \frac{1}{\sigma_k^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \nu_{ki} \int_t B(t, \tau) \Phi(i, \tau) d\tau \tag{9}
\]

Следовательно, базисная система функций \( \{ \varphi(k,t); \Phi(k,t) \} \), позволяющая обеспечить согласованную фильтрацию и некоррелированность спектральных отсчетов, должна удовлетворять уравнениям (8) и (9). В частности, искомым решением является базисная система, образованная собственными функциями уравнения

\[
\int_t B(t, \tau) \Phi(i, \tau) d\tau = \lambda_i \Phi(i, \tau) .
\]

Такая базисная система предполагает разложение, известное как разложение Карукина-Лозева [2]. При этом \( \mathfrak{D}_k \) образуют диагональную матрицу с элементами \( \mathfrak{D}_{kk} = \lambda_k^{-1} \sigma_k^{-2} \). Это приводит, как следует из (8) и (9), к тому, что взаимный базис оказывается линейно связанным с моделью сигнала \( f(k,t) \), а значит, система функций \( \{ f(k,t) \} \) должна образовывать взаимный базис. Однако реальные сигналы аналитических приборов, а значит и их модели, таким свойством не обладают.

Таким образом, построение базисной системы, удовлетворяющую одновременно всем требованиям, невозможно и имеет смысл рассматривать возможность построения базисных систем, близких к оптимальным.

Ортогональные системы базисных функций, предназначенные для обработки выходных сигналов ХАК и, в совокупности, удовлетворяющие перечисленным требованиям (а-в), назовем "вейвлет базисными системами" (ВБС).

2. Синтез вейвлетных систем, удовлетворяющих условию некоррелированности и максимизации отношения сигнал/помеха в спектральных отсчетах [8-10].

Рассмотрим синтез ортогонального базиса, близкого к оптимальному базису Карукина-Лозева, отвечающего требованиям некоррелированности и максимизации отношения сигнал/помеха спектральных составляющих сигнала. Для этого введем систему линейно-независимых функций \( \{ U(k,t) \} \) удовлетворяющих уравнению, аналогичному (4):

\[
\int_t B(t, \tau) U(k, \tau) d\tau = f(k,t) \tag{10}
\]

и на их основе построим систему базисных функций \( \{ \varphi(k,t)\Phi(k,t) \} \) удовлетворяющих условию (5), воспользовавшись процедурой, аналогичной ортогонализации по Грамму-Шмидту [3]. Положим, что \( \Phi(1,t)=U(1,t) \). Тогда \( \Phi(1,t) \) вычисляется по (5) и (6) при \( k=1 \) и известной \( \Phi(1,t) \):

\[
\Phi(1,t) = \frac{1}{\sigma_1^2} \int_t B(t, \tau) \Phi(1, \tau) d\tau
\]

затем полагаем, что

\[
\Phi(2,t) = U(2,t) - \gamma_{21} \Phi(1,t)
\]

где из обеспечения условия взаимной ортогональности \( \Phi(2,t) \) и \( \Phi(1,t) \) коэффициент \( \gamma_{21} \) выбирается равным:

\[
\gamma_{21} = \int_t U(2,t) \Phi(1,t) dt = \frac{1}{\sigma_1^2} \int_t f(2,t) \Phi(1,t) dt
\]

Вторая функция \( \Phi(2,t) \) находится аналогично по (5) и (6) при \( k=2 \) и известной \( \Phi(2,t) \). Продолжая
намечает функцию \( \Phi(k,t) \) выражение:

\[
\Phi(k,t) = U(k,t) - \sum_{k=1}^{k-1} d_{k} U(\tau,t)
\]  
(13)

где

\[
d_{k} = -\gamma_{k}, \quad \gamma_{k} = -\gamma_{k-1} + \gamma_{k-1} d_{k-1} \quad ; \quad d_{k} = 1
\]  
(14)

из приведенной процедуры вытекает, что выбор функции \( U(k,t), \quad k = 1, N \) однозначно определяет исходную сигналную систему. Приведенная специфика ее определения, назовем эту систему вейвлет базисной системой (ВБС) и в дальнейшем, если нет специальных оговорок, под ВБС будем понимать базисные системы, построенные по изложенной методике.

Таким образом, \( \phi(k,t) \) и \( \Phi(k,t) \) на основании (5), (11) и (13) будут иметь вид:

\[
\Phi(k,t) = U(k,t) - \sum_{k=1}^{k-1} \gamma_{k} \Phi(\tau,t) = \sum_{k=1}^{k} d_{k} U(\tau,t)
\]  
(15)

где \( \phi_{k} \) и \( d_{k} \) определяются по (12) и (14) и \( U(k,t) \) является решением уравнения (10).

Заключение

в заключение отметим, что именно учет специфики коэффициентов \( d_{k} \) позволяет оценить преимущества вейвлет представления и предложить быстрые и экономные алгоритмы обработки в спектральной области. Теоретически МНК оценки параметров сигналов в таких вейвлет представлениях должны приближаться к оптимальным, если предположения о моделях сигналов и шума соответствуют реалиям.
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Равнодействующая сила резания при цилиндрическом фрезеровании

Аннотация: Рассмотрен характер изменения равнодействующей силы резания в зависимости от длины фрезерования плоской поверхности цилиндрической фрезой с витыми режущими зубьями.

Ключевые слова: равнодействующая сила резания, длина фрезерования, цилиндрическая фреза, заготовка.

Введение


Для снижения дисбаланса действующих сил, при фрезеровании плоской поверхности, цилиндрические фрезы изготавливают с витыми режущими зубьями.

Расчет сил резания при цилиндрическом фрезеровании по аналитическим формулам [5, 402 – 424] и трехмерное моделирование процесса обработки плоской поверхности цилиндрической фрезой позволяют получить полную картину изменения величины равнодействующей силы резания и произвести корректировку выбранных режимов резания.

Материалы и методы исследования

Исследовался процесс фрезерования (с постоянной глубиной резания) плоской поверхности цилиндрической фрезой с витыми режущими зубьями и, в частности, изменения величины равнодействующей силы резания, посредством компьютерных программ инженерного анализа.

Режимы резания, геометрические параметры цилиндрической фрезы и обрабатываемой заготовки и другие исходные данные процесса фрезерования представлены в работе [6]:

- длина $L_x \times$ ширина $B \times$ высота $H$
- обрабатываемой заготовки – $50 \times 50 \times 20$ мм; наружный диаметр фрезы $d_b = 70$ мм; длина
резцовой части фрезы $l_b = 52$ мм; общая длина фрезы $L_b = 60$ мм; передний угол режущего зуба фрезы $\gamma = 10$ град.; задний угол режущего зуба фрезы $\alpha = 10$ град.; угол наклона винтовой режущей кромки фрезы $\omega = 36$ град.; ширина ленточки на задней поверхности режущего зуба фрезы $f = 1$ мм; количество режущих зубьев фрезы $10$ шт.

* • глубина резания $t = 2$ мм; частота вращения фрезы $n = 2865$ мин$^{-1}$; скорость подачи режущего инструмента $s = 1000$ мм/с (величина скорости подачи выбиралась при условии непрерывного времени обработки).

• массовая плотность для материалов фрезы и заготовки $\rho = 7850$ кг/м$^3$; модуль Юнга для материалов фрезы и заготовки $E = 200$ ГПа; коэффициент Пуассона для материалов фрезы и заготовки $\mu = 0.3$; предел текучести для материала заготовки $\sigma_T = 250$ МПа; касательный модуль для материала заготовки $E_T = 960$ МПа.

Моделирование процесса цилиндрического фрезерования и последующая обработка результатов (графическое изображение) выполнялись в программе LS-DYNA. Регрессионный анализ стабильности процесса фрезерования осуществлялся в Excel – приложении пакета Microsoft Office.

### Результаты и их обсуждение

На рис. 1 представлен характер изменения величины равнодействующей силы резания от длины фрезерования плоской поверхности цилиндрической фрезой с винтовыми режущими зубьями.

![Рисунок 1 – Зависимость величины равнодействующей силы резания при цилиндрическом фрезеровании от длины обработки.](image-url)

Значения равнодействующей силы по всей длине фрезерования изменяются периодически. Вследствие переменных толщин и ширины среза при цилиндрическом фрезеровании на графике можно отметить начальные точки возрастания функции (характерны для момента врезания $n$-го режущего зуба цилиндрической фрезы при минимальной толщине среза) и конечные точки возрастания функции (характерны для момента выхода $m$-го режущего зуба цилиндрической фрезы из материала заготовки при максимальной толщине среза). При цилиндрическом фрезеровании одновременно выполняют процесс резания несколько зубьев фрезы (их количество будет зависеть от глубины резания, наружного диаметра и общего количества зубьев режущего инструмента).

Для проведения статистического анализа результатов расчета проведен усреднение линии по максимальным и минимальным значениям равнодействующей силы резания. Средние значения наибольшей и наименьшей равнодействующей силы резания при цилиндрическом фрезеровании и линейная аппроксимация полученных зависимостей представлены на рис. 2.

На графике, рядом с соответствующими зависимостями, показаны уравнения регрессии $F_{max} = 0.0164L + 0.4416$ и $F_{min} = 0.0058L + 0.0527$, характеризующие изменения значений наибольшей и наименьшей равнодействующей силы резания при фрезеровании. В уравнениях $F_{max}$ и $F_{min}$ – наибольшая и наименьшая равнодействующая сила резания при фрезеровании соответственно, кН; $L$ – длина обработки, мм.

Линии тренда (на графике прямые линии) позволяют графически отобразить направление изменения ряда данных путем аппроксимации значений [7].

Степень соответствия линии тренда расчетным зависимостям (остаточное квадратичное отклонение) характеризуется коэффициентом достоверности аппроксимации $R^2$. Чем больше значение $R^2$ (в диапазоне от 0 до...
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1), тем точнее линия тренда описывает изменения $F_{max}$ и $F_{min}$ от длины фрезерования. Сравнив значения двух коэффициентов можно сказать, что при заданных режимах фрезерования и геометрических размерах цилиндрической фрезы процесс резания происходит с некоторыми отклонениями (взрастание и убывание $F_{max}$ по всей длине обработки). Среднее значение $R^2$ составляет 0.4547, что говорит о нестабильности процесса цилиндрического фрезерования.

$$F_{max} = 0.0164L + 0.4416 $$
$$R^2 = 0.2567$$

$$F_{min} = 0.0058L + 0.0527$$
$$R^2 = 0.6277$$

Рисунок 2 – Средние значения наибольшей и наименьшей равнодействующей силы резания при фрезеровании.

Изменение равнодействующей силы резания подчиняется некоторому циклическому закону, а это значит, что сила имеет период $T$, и записать функцию можно воспользовавшись рядом Фурье [8] (если функция $F(L)$ непрерывна или частично непрерывна)

$$F(L) = \frac{a_0}{2} + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left( a_n \cos \frac{n \pi L}{T} + b_n \sin \frac{n \pi L}{T} \right)$$

где $n$ – целое положительное число; $a_0$, $a_n$, $b_n$ – коэффициенты Фурье, находятся как

$$a_0 = \frac{1}{T} \int_{-T}^{T} F(L) dL,$$

$$a_n = \frac{1}{T} \int_{-T}^{T} F(L) \cos \frac{n \pi L}{T} dL,$$

$$b_n = \frac{1}{T} \int_{-T}^{T} F(L) \sin \frac{n \pi L}{T} dL.$$

За период $T$ принимается изменение равнодействующей силы резания от минимального до максимального значений при снятии одного слоя материала.

Заключение

В результате проведенного анализа процесса фрезерования цилиндрической фрезой с витовыми режущими зубьями можно сделать следующие выводы:

1. Цикл резания материала заготовки при цилиндрическом фрезеровании характеризуется постепенным увеличением величины равнодействующей силы (увеличивается ширина среза) в зависимости от длины обработки.

2. Перед максимальным значением равнодействующей силы, сила сначала принимает минимальное значение, т. е. происходит большой скачок силы, что влияет на качество обработки поверхности (образуются ступени).

3. Сила резания оказывает воздействие на состояние режущих зубьев (затупление, выкрашивание). Поскольку эта сила неравномерная, то процесс износа цилиндрической фрезы тоже неравномерный.
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Pursuing peaceful course in international relations the Republic of Uzbekistan at the same time assumes the functions of protection of life and dignity of its citizens realizes the inherent right of defense in accordance with the UN Charter, provides military power and defense capability of the state to the level of reasonable sufficiency. "In the surrounding us a troubled world – said Islam Karimov in his speech to the deputies of the Oliy Majlis – there are not only friends, but there are also those who would like to draw Uzbekistan in the sphere of its influence. They can use any methods available to them, including the military. For this we need to have a mobile, well-trained and equipped army, capable of defending our borders, our independence and sovereignty".

Preparing of young people for service in the Armed forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan is the task of national importance, in its decision an important role to play schools, lyceums, colleges, special educational institutions. In all secondary schools introduced as a compulsory subject of pre-conscription training of young men. Teachers of this subject, namely, pre-conscription training of young men and physical education prepare the Universities of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

The military-patriotic education is an integral part of youth education. The theory and practice of the military-patriotic education based on the Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan, ideas of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan about patriotism and the protection of a sovereign, independent country, laws, decrees of the Oliy Majlis, decrees of the Ministry of Defense, the provisions of the military pedagogy and psychology, military science and others.

In Article 52 of the Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan noted, "Protection of the Republic of Uzbekistan is the duty of every citizen of the Republic of Uzbekistan". Based on this military doctrine, approved by the Oliy Majlis, determines the Main directions of preparation of economy, territory and population for defense. In particular it identifies that the military-patriotic education of the population is:

1. In the system of training of youth of premilitary age and conscripts for military service in schools and other educational institutions, organizations of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

2. The Armed Forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan with the passage of the person to military service.

3. In schools, high schools, on military faculties and in military departments of civilian universities of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

4. In special forces, transmitted to the Armed Forces.

"Love to the Land, to the Motherland, noble feelings are eternal features of the national character, which has become the flesh and blood of our people. To preserve, protect and develop these valuable human qualities, to raise our children worthy sons and daughters of a free and democratic Uzbekistan – all of these would become the main directions of our
work in the field of spirituality” - said Islam Karimov.

The main principles of the military-patriotic education are:

1. The principle of scientific objectivity.
2. The principle of concrete historical approach.
3. The main tasks and directions of the military-patriotic education of students.

The main tasks of the military-patriotic education are to develop a sense of pride in our independent, sovereign, walking on its way Motherland, the love of the Armed Forces, loyalty and militant labour traditions, respect for military labour: shaping constant willingness skilfully and bravely with arms in their hands to defend our freedom and independence to perform their civic duty.

The aim of the military-patriotic education is the formation of attitudes, beliefs, world views, ensuring readiness to defend their Fatherland, to give it all the power, and if it will need even life, moral-combat qualities of future warriors.

The directions of the military-patriotic education:

1. The formation of young people moral-political and psychological qualities of defenders of the Motherland is the heart of the military-patriotic education. The formation of young people the military-patriotic education includes two elements:
   - moral and political;
   - psychological.
2. Moral and political:
   1. To know the history of Uzbekistan.
   2. To form a sense of pride in our independent, sovereign, walking on his way Motherland.
   3. To form the loyalty to the military and labor traditions of the Uzbek people.
   4. To form a constant willingness skilfully and bravely with arms in their hands, to defend our freedom and independence, fulfilling their civic duty.
   5. To form a sense of loyalty to their native places, and for this we need to know our territory, province, the village that grows to produce on their land.
   6. Especially students should know about labor and combat exploits of the Uzbek people during the Second World War.
   7. To form the political, moral attitudes and beliefs of students in the spirit of love and devotion to their Homeland.
   8. We should always remember the words of our President – "Love for the land, the Motherland, the grateful feelings are eternal features of the national character, which has become the flesh and blood of our people. To preserve, protect and develop these valuable human qualities, to bring these valuable human qualities, to raise our children

worthy sons and daughters of a free and democratic Uzbekistan – all these would be the main focus of our work in the field of spirituality”.

The second direction of the military-patriotic education of military-technical direction. In the course students acquire qualities such as military knowledge, combat skills, discipline, self-discipline, strict compliance with the oath and statute.

In our country paid the great attention to the training of military personnel (staff officers). Since 1918 functioning "The Tashkent Higher combined arms school", in Chirchik – "Tank school", etc.

The great progress in the training of military personnel was the organization of the military departments, the military preparing for secondary schools, at the leading Universities of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

In our country the military-patriotic education is carried out also by specialized organizations. One of them is "Vatanparvar" ("Patriot"). Organization for promotion of defense of Uzbekistan "Vatanparvar" is a non-profit organisation, the legal form of a public Association, created on the basis of joint activity to protect common interests united the citizens by the military-media, sports-technical and military-patriotic orientation and achieve the statutory goals of the Organization.

The Charter of the organization was reigistered on May 21, 2013 the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

The purpose of the organization to promote the defense of Uzbekistan "Vatanparvar" is to contribute to strengthening the defensive might of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan, training youth and citizens to work and defend the Homeland, promote through the system of their organization to the public authorities in promoting of ideas of defending the homeland among the youth and the citizens, education of youth in patriotic spirit.

To achieve the assumed objectives, the Organization performs the following tasks:

- preparation of technical military specialists for the Armed Forces, training of specialists of mass professions for the national economy;
- development and promotion of technical and applied sports in the country;
- participation together with regional, state, public and non-profit organizations in the education of youth and citizens in the spirit of patriotism, and various military-patriotic events.

Organizational-mass work, military-Patriotic activity of the Organization on the basis of the organization's Charter, Constitution and laws of the Republic of Uzbekistan, decrees of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan and government regulations.
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Culture has historically emerged as a way of spiritual understanding of reality. Wilhelm Windelband defines it "as the totality of all that the human mind, by virtue of its inherent reasonableness, he generates from this material" [1, 62]. The main function of culture - to maintain and reproduce the combined spiritual experience of mankind, transfer it from generation to generation and enrich it. Every culture realizes its functions in relation to the whole human world, is a complex system, and operates at all levels. It is characterized primarily the ability to produce, store and transmit cultural values of various shapes and types.

Values are one of the main substantive components of culture. They predetermine vital reference person and thus his life is filled with a certain content, that is, form a system of systems, beliefs, preferences, which finds its expression in appropriate behavior in nature. Man is the creator of values and at the same time their godfather. From which it follows that, learning values, the person gets their own personal qualities. You could say that culture is supported by institutions of society and the state, forms the personality with the help of a system of values. In addition, it has caused and natural transformations. Acting on nature and transforming it "by itself", humanity forms a new branch of evolution that goes beyond natural reality and finds itself in the world of artifacts - the world's culture and society.

Today we see that culture is more complex and deep relationship mediates in the system of human-nature-society, so that increases the degree of alienation of man from nature. Continuing to build imply a supernatural reality, a person breaks away from the roots of his natural life, originally deterministic its existence. In XX century, this alienation has reached its maximum and was manifested in the development of industrial civilization, the further development of which led to the irreversible changes not only in the subject of the human environment, but also in the biosphere. There were essentially new forms of work organization, types of communication, methods of storage and transmission of information, communication in human societies. History has acquired features of globality, when all that is happening in the lives of individual people, affects the whole of humanity.

For industrial civilization is characterized by the constant generation of new ideas and concepts, but the idea of the conquest of nature, unfortunately, an alternative and was not found, although it is clear that human activity, contributing to negative changes in the dynamics of the biosphere, becomes the cause of its destruction.

Alvin Toffler in "The Third Wave" observes that "the loss of major grants, the defective functioning of the main supporting society life-support systems, role structure collapse is the crisis in the initial and most fragile structures - the human person" [2, 15]. The rate of change in the field of
technological development and the conditions of human existence is growing rapidly. Everything changes - political realities, the level of technological development, the economic situation, the spiritual climate. The problem is that technological progress is beginning to outpace its humanitarian understanding, creating anthropological crisis.

Among the main objective contradictions technological civilization refers lack of harmony in the system "-Nature-man-society", as intense, but ill-considered human activity has led our civilization to ecological problems, catastrophic changes of the environment and the planet's climate, insoluble in the present structure of society. You could say that humanity is faced with a serious environmental crisis as a part of systemic shocks experienced by modern civilization. Obviously, the planetary civilization will ever make another ascent that has repeatedly provided to overcome the crisis caused by the "advent" of man on nature, or - to undergo destruction. Grounds for optimism in this situation lie in the possibilities of culture-personality.

A. Toffler argues that "in the midst of destruction and decay, we can find right now the stunning evidence of the birth and life. In the presence of intelligence and vision of a small incipient civilization may become more healthy, sensible, stable; more decent and more democratic than any known to us so far," [2, 23]. There is no doubt that the conditions for a new ideological orientation has become apparent: they are enclosed in the deep processes of human culture and focus on the development of a new matrix values. The formation of new ideological orientations entails not only a different attitude to nature and man, but also a completely different way of life.

Understanding the realities of the emerging culture as a complex self-organizing system is necessary for each member of the society. Spiritual values and knowledge of the person who lives in harmony with the environment, should be the basis of individual and national wealth, and the absolute moral principles to ensure sustainable and safe in all respects, the existence and development of the "man-society-nature" of the system. Further development depends entirely on the education of the new man, the hallmark of which will be a new quality of thinking - holistic thinking, which is precisely defines environmental awareness.

V.I. Vernadsky in one of his last works pointed out that human power is not connected with "his mother, but with his brain, his mind and his direction this intelligence work." Further, he stressed that "before a man opens a great future if he will understand it and will not use their intelligence and their work on self-destruction" [3, 182].

In the twenthieth century the environment as a set of principles of interaction between the biosphere of the Earth Sciences and the artificial environment created by human beings (but gotten out of control, and developing their own laws), is gradually becoming one of the most important trends of thought. This means that culture elects its object relationship to nature, so that it appeared a new direction - ecological culture. Its mission - to harmonize relations in the system "-Nature-man society," to bring knowledge of these relations in the cultural matrix.

The new attitude to form the individual assumes the maximum democratization of education and the education system. An example of the new attitude to life can be called a work of A. Schweitzer. She was associated with the development of new principles of ethics, which has at its core the principle of reverence for life in all its natural qualities - biological, zoological, anthropological. Schweitzer believed that it is impossible to distinguish between higher and lower life of biological forms, it is impossible to determine which of the forms of life more valuable. He put forward the thesis: "I am life that wants to live among life that wants to live" [4, 97], and hence it concluded that the criterion is the level of development of the culture of humanism made public.

For M. Heidegger as the essence of culture it is that "reverence for life, takes hold of our will to live, increasingly penetrates the consciousness of individuals and of all humanity. Culture is, therefore, not a phenomenon of the evolution of the world, but the act of the experience of our will to live, act, which is impossible, and there is no need to communicate with the world process, the known contact from the outside" [5, 151].

The recognition of the individual's role in harmonization of relations in the system "man - nature-society" - this is the thread that connects all the happening trend. Many philosophers see in this new approach to solving the problem of exit from the crisis. The priority for the company to become highly moral education of the individual, which in all conditions maintains his true humanity and the building of the new culture, humanistic ideals. The interdependence of nature and society at the present stage determines the need to address all social phenomena in relation to the natural environment in terms of positive or negative impact on them. In this sense, ecological culture serves as the norm and ideal, which places restrictions on ecologically sound ways of human selfishness, as well as the highest level of the complex characteristics of the human person.
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Increasing the degree of transparency and the complexity of modern social and economic systems, the growth of uncertainty and non-linearity in their functioning, forcing economists refer to the methodology of scientific analysis, formed the other sciences, including natural. Significant methodological possibilities open to economic science in connection with the formation of synergy - the theory of self-organization of complex open nonlinear systems of any nature.

The object of analysis is a cooperative synergy coherent interaction of a plurality of subsystems, which macroscopically appears as a self-organization. At the present time, in line with the synergy of research are specialists in different fields and sectors of science. In recent years, it formed a new direction in economic studies - economic synergy. Economic synergetics represents a new direction in economic analysis, which is not canceling the importance of traditional concepts, it shifts the center of gravity on such phenomena as the nonequilibrium, and nonlinearity in the development of economic systems, examines the processes of self-organization in precarious socio-economic environment.

The objective basis for the formation of an economic synergy as a science is the synergies of the economy as an open, complex, non-linear self-organizing system. In this case the synergistic knowledge not only forms a new science - economic synergies, but also creates a new methodology for the economic analysis.

Synergetic approach in economic-theoretical research serves as a method to study the socio-economic dynamics. This synergetic relationship of economics and economic synergy quite clearly displayed object dialectic and the method of science. Learning Economic synergetics object - a complex nonlinear nonequilibrium economic system (synergetic economics), is transformed into a set of techniques and methods for the preparation of new knowledge - in a non-linear method of analysis (method of economic synergetics). From the standpoint of economic synergy as a method of study of self-organizing economic systems, bifurcation, attractor, fluctuations probabilistic characteristics serve as analytical tools, research new socio-economic reality, already established in the economically developed countries of the world.

Economic synergetics as an economic method of analysis requires a systematic analysis of the nature of all categories of economy, the overall priority of the subject-object symmetry in the construction of all spheres of modern sophisticated market, combining the mechanisms of the economy and the mechanisms of social consciousness. Economic synergy also includes in its analysis of the processes of globalization, inter-civilizational convergence, the formation of mass public consciousness, that is the whole complex system of global market macroeconomics. The new science combines economic and institutional, economic and political, historical and cultural, national and global. According to many researchers, the emergence of the
methodology of synergetic marks the beginning of a new scientific revolution, because it was not just introducing a new system of concepts, but it changes the strategy of scientific knowledge contributes to the development of a fundamentally new scientific picture of the world and lead to a new interpretation of many of the fundamental principles of natural science [4, 255-256]. Synergetics becomes "a new meta-approach modern knowledge" [5, 62]. Many researchers believe that Synergetics as a new cognitive paradigm is close to the notion of "cognitive model" that serves as a way of ordering and interpretation of a particular material, the method is common for scientists of different specialties.

The methodological significance of the economic synergy is also in the fact that it is based on the establishment of a fundamentally new, non-linear method of scientific thinking, its shape and style. According to Igor Dobronravov, if we consider the methodological consciousness of the unity of method and style, and "style seen as a way immersion method in a specific material, then an extension method to the methodological consciousness means the formation of the corresponding style of thinking" [6, 126]. Thinking Style acts as a way of applying the method, as the method of immersion in a particular material.

Style of thinking also implies the awareness of new scientific truths and their use in scientific research. Formation style of thinking in a certain sense, the methodological efforts synthesizes a certain historical period in the field of science.

Economic synergy contributes to rethinking the principles of knowledge, based on the postulates of classical economics, the linear deterministic thinking style. We can distinguish the following basic features are still the dominant line of thinking, the modern economic analysis:

- Understanding of the processes of economic development only as a linear, progressive and uncontested. If the alternative is, they are only occasional deviations from the main flow, are subordinated to this trend, determined by objective laws of the universe;
- Related to the economic equilibrium and economic order as the only possible and the most effective form of existence of the economic system;
- Attitude to non-uniformity and instability in economic development as a nuisance that must be overcome as something negative and shoot down the correct path;
- Understanding of chaos and chance as by factors that are not critical, ignoring the stochastic economic phenomena and processes as insignificant and minor;
- Rigid determinism, the study of economic phenomena as the causal chains through which the course of development can be figured out indefinitely into the past and the future. This is determined by the past and the future - the present and the past;
- The study of mechanisms of development of economic systems under the influence of predominantly external to them parameters;
- Cutting off the subject of the knowledge of its value orientations, lack of understanding of the role of social and psychological factors in the development of economic systems, ignoring such methods of economic knowledge as intuition, imagination, creativity;
- Inadequate or simplified representation of the object of research, consideration of the economic system as the sum of economic units of its components.

In general, linear thinking is typical psychological tendency to think linear circuits, circuits directly, without deviations and stops, climbing from the lowest to the highest.

Under the influence of synergy generated non-linear style that reflects the scientific knowledge on the defining features of thinking, post-nonclassical stage of development of science (see also our work -. [3]).

The term "non-linear thinking" was originally introduced in the scientific analysis of the representatives of the natural sciences in order to emphasize the instability and ambiguity of a situation of choice, its irreversibility and spontaneous process of formation of new structures. As they say Prigogine and I. Stengers, "our vision of nature is undergoing a radical change in the direction of multiplicity, complexity and temporality" [3, 41]. If the linear thinking is focused on the universality of action reversible dynamical laws, the mastery of a non-linear way of thinking implies the awareness of the existence of new scientific picture of the world, new methodological principles of analysis of nonlinear self-organizing systems, new standards of seeing the world and a scientific explanation of new facts, recorded by scientific analysis.

Nonlinear thinking is fundamentally at odds with the idea of universal laws, the stability of cash and social orders. Under his influence the disintegration stage-linear models of social development, to develop new approaches to it as a principle of openness, variability and alternative processes necessary to assume a "choice". The non-linear way of thinking associated with the formation of a new vision of the world as a complex evolving whole, naturally including a man and his activities. The non-linear way of thinking expressed these methodological principles, as the principle of symmetry breaking and random principle, as a necessary complement.

Thus, the economic synergy is formed as a new methodology of knowledge of self-organizing mechanisms of functioning of the socio-economic systems. Its development entails a radical
The main feature of the synergistic approach to socio-economic system is that it is always focused on the analysis of the dynamic interaction of economic agents, to find domestic sources of growth, to identify cooperative opportunities and solutions to obtain positive synergies. Economic synergy in terms of methodology, enriches economic theory such important principles as:

- Self-organization as a result of a certain ratio of order and chaos, equilibrium and non-equilibrium, stability and instability in the development of complex open nonlinear socio-economic systems;
- Bifurcation (multivariate) ways of further development of economic systems of self-organizational understanding of their future as a set of alternative paths rather than a single, predetermined in advance;
- Ambiguity and volatility of the situation of choice, its irreversibility and spontaneous process of formation of new structures;
- Nonlinear interaction and self-organization in the management of synergistic social and economic systems, the importance of small but precise resonance effects on the system, which is on an unstable stage of its development;
- An accident as an independent factor, which performs a constructive role in the bifurcation points;
- Defining the role of the subjective factor in the development of synergistic social and economic systems, synchronization mechanisms of mass public consciousness and the development of the economy;
- Active interaction of economic and social, economic and political, historical and cultural, national and global development in synergistic social and economic systems.

Thus, to the peculiarities of the economic synergy as the theory and methodology of modern economic research, include the following. Firstly, the economic synergy, as an area of economic theory focuses on nonlinear phenomena in economic evolution, describes nonequilibrium processes in the economy and shows the possible outcomes. Second, an important object of analysis is the study of the economic synergy mechanisms of new structures in the economic systems far from equilibrium, on the basis of coherent cooperative interactions. In this case the economic synergy reveals the internal causes of self-structuring of economic objects. Third, from the standpoint of economic synergy economy - it is not just a set of different micro Units, and a complex network of macroeconomic interactions that occur in the course of inter-firm, cross-sectoral and institutional linkages. Fourth, the economic synergy, creating a new concept of chaos, offers analytical tools for the study of deterministic chaos economies, opening thus a new direction in the theory of economic dynamics.

Fifthly, economic synergy sets new ways of posing problems, and offers a non-linear model to solve them. In this regard, the economic synergy is of particular importance for the theoretical economy, increasing its theoretical rather than descriptive. Sixth, with the advent of the economic paradigm of synergy is possible to dialogue between the natural and economic sciences and their interdisciplinary synthesis.

At the same time, the economic synergy is in a deep relationship with the most important areas of economic and theoretical knowledge. In a sense it can be considered as the most important area of the theory of economic dynamics which includes the theory of business cycles, and the theory of economic growth and many others.

Of particular importance is the economic synergy that this theory can explain the new dynamic economic processes that can not be explained by traditional theories and methods.

Economic synergy sources of cyclic economy development see the special complexity, nonlinearity, instability and disequilibrium of modern socio-economic systems. Economic synergetics offers new analytical methods for the study of not only exogenous but endogenous chaos socio-economic systems. It shows. What is the basis of cyclical development is strongly influenced by stochastic factors and processes. From the standpoint of economic synergy, if the system is unstable, even the smallest fluctuations can cause significant changes in the behavior of a dynamic economic system.
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**Advanced Sciences Index (Germany)**
http://journal-index.org/

**Global Impact Factor**
Global Impact Factor (Australia)
http://globalimpactfactor.com/?type=issn&s=2308-4944&submit=Submit

**AcademicKeys**
UNLOCKING ACADEMIC CAREERS
AcademicKeys (Connecticut, USA)
http://sciences.academickeys.com/jour_main.php

**ISRA (India)**
http://israijf.org/single.php?id=2308-4944

**SHERPA/ROME**
Sherpa Romeo (United Kingdom)
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php?source=journal&sourceid=28772

**Scientific Object Identifier (SOI)**
http://s-o-i.org/

**Scientific Indexing Services**

**Thomson Reuters, EndNote (USA)**
https://www.myendnoteweb.com/EndNoteWeb.html

**Google Scholar (USA)**
http://scholar.google.ru/scholar?q=Theoretical+science.org&btnG=&hl=ru&as_sdt=0%2C5

**Turk Egitim Indeksi (Turkey)**

**Open Access Journals**
http://www.oajournals.info/

**International Society for Research Activity (India)**
http://www.israjif.org/single.php?id=2308-4944
Impact Factor:

- ISRA (India) = 1.344
- ISI (Dubai, UAE) = 0.829
- GIF (Australia) = 0.564
- JIF = 1.500
- SIS (USA) = 0.912
- PIHHI (Russia) = 0.234
- ESJI (KZ) = 1.042
- SJIF (Morocco) = 2.031
- ICV (Poland) = 6.630
- PIF (India) = 1.940
- IBI (India) = 4.260

CiteFactor (USA) Directory Indexing of International Research Journals
http://www.citefactor.org/journal/index/11362/theoretical-applied-science

DOI (USA)
http://www.doi.org

JIFACTOR

Journal Index
http://journalindex.net/?qi=Theoretical+%26+Applied+Science

Directory of abstract indexing for Journals

Kudos Innovations, Ltd. (USA)
https://www.growkudos.com

Japan Link Center (Japan)
https://japanlinkcenter.org

Eurasian Scientific Journal Index (Kazakhstan)
http://esjindex.org/search.php?id=1

Collective IP (USA)
https://www.collectiveip.com/

International Institute of Organized Research (India)
http://www.i2or.comindexed-journals.html

CrossRef (USA)
http://doi.crossref.org

Open Academic Journals Index (Russia)
http://oaji.net/journal-detail.html?number=679

Directory of abstract indexing for Journals
http://www.rebuslist.com

Korean Federation of Science and Technology Societies (Korea)
http://www.kofst.or.kr

Japan Link Center (Japan)
https://japanlinkcenter.org
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Impact Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISRA (India)</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Impact Factors:**

- **ISRA (India):** 1.344
- **ISI (Dubai, UAE):** 0.829
- **GIF (Australia):** 0.564
- **JIF:** 1.500
- **SIS (USA):** 0.912
- **PIF (India):** 1.940
- **GIF (Australia):** 0.564
- **SJIF (Morocco):** 2.031

**Additional Resources:****

- **THOMSON REUTERS, ResearcherID (USA):**

- **Stratified Medical Ltd. (London, United Kingdom):**

- **SJIF Impact Factor (Morocco):**
  - [http://sjifactor.innospace.net/passport.php?id=18062](http://sjifactor.innospace.net/passport.php?id=18062)

- **InfoBase Index (India):**
  - [http://infobaseindex.com](http://infobaseindex.com)

- **RedLink (Canada):**
  - [https://www.redlink.com/](https://www.redlink.com/)

- **TDNet Library & Information Center Solutions (USA):**
  - [http://www.tdnet.io/](http://www.tdnet.io/)

- **Indian Citation Index:**

- **Index Copernicus International (Warsaw, Poland):**

- **Электронно-библиотечная система «Издательства «Лань» (Russia):**
  - [http://e.lanbook.com/journal/](http://e.lanbook.com/journal/)

- **THOMSON REUTERS, ORCID (USA):**
  - [http://orcid.org/0000-0002-7689-4157](http://orcid.org/0000-0002-7689-4157)
### Impact Factor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISRA (India)</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>РИНЦ (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBI (India)</td>
<td>4.260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Impact Factor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Impact Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISRA (India)</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIHPI (Russia)</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>2.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBI (India)</td>
<td>4.260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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